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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

About focus and scope of this research.

The problem that started the research to be reported
in this dissertation was an applied problem which arose in
the context of a study of foreign language learning and
language use.
In that context the question was asked whether
Dutch words can be accessed in the Mental Lexicon of Dutch
readers of English by means of English words that are similar
to Dutch ones in spelling or sound.
This would enable these
readers to identify the meanings of such English words
without having learned them first.
For example, the
resemblance between the Dutch-English word pair TEKST-TEXT
would enable them to identify the meaning of an unfamiliar
TEXT through the familiar TEKST.
The other side of the coin
would be that this access to Dutch words in the Mental Lexicon
by superficially similar English words could lead to the
assignment of the wrong meaning to an English word.
This
would be the case, for example, if a reader was not familiar
with the English word ROOM and encountered this word in a
neutral context like THERE IS ROOM FOR BOTH OF US.
This
context is neutral in the sense that it would serve as a
context not only for the meaning of the English word ROOM but
also for the Dutch ROOM [ro:m], which means 'cream'.
If in
this context reading an unfamiliar English ROOM resulted in
access to the meaning of its Dutch counterpart, the English
word would probably be interpreted as meaning 'cream'.
Thus
similarity between Dutch and English words could be both an
advantage and a disadvantage to readers depending on their
meanings.
Knowledge about this would be useful in language
teaching, for example.
Due to their common Germanic ancestry and to interlingual borrowing Dutch and English share many words that are
similar in spelling, in pronunciation and in meaning.
These
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words are called cognates.
it the same time, there are many
words in Dutch and English that are similar in form but not in
meaning.
This is usually because the resemblance is only
accidental.
The word ROOM discussed previously belongs to
this category.
These words are not cognates in the linguistic
sense.
However, they may be in a psychological sense as it
was argued previously for ROOM.
Therefore, in this
dissertation the term cognates will include both categories
of words.
The applied problem discussed previously can then
be defined as the problem of cognate identification. (1)*
Analysis of the applied question about cognate
identification in psychological terms of word storage in
memory showed that such indentification could only occur if
Dutch and English words were stored without any functional
separation between them.
Only then would it be possible to
get access to TEKST through TEXT.
This required studying
cognate identification in readers who could be assumed to have
a common lexical store for their Dutch and English words.
Further analysis of the applied problem, this time in
terms of word recognition, showed that the possibilities of
cognate identification also depend on the format of the coded
representation of a word that is used for access to the Mental
Lexicon.
For example, only if the access code of TEXT is
sound based will a direct match occur with the representation
in the Mental Lexicon of TEKST.
A match between an access
code and a representation in the Mental Lexicon is generally
assumed to be a necessary step for the meaning of a word to
become available to a reader.
Therefore, it would be
necessary to study access coding in Dutch readers of English
if the applied problem was to be solved.
In addition to the above, analysis of experiments of
access coding showed that only isolated words are used in
such experiments.
This is obvious if it is considered that
the problem of the format of the access code can only be
solved if the other features of words that are assumed to play
a part in lexical access are controlled for, so that they will
not have any confounding effects on the results. The semantic
and syntactic features of words would be such confounding
Footnotes are at the end of each chapter.
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variables.
They are controlled for if access coding is
studied in isolated words.
Therefore, this study is limited
to isolated words.
Of course, this limits the answer that
can be given to the applied question about cognate
identification from the results of this study.
Therefore,
it can only be regarded as a first, but necessary, step
towards a full answer.
Finally, the analysis referred to above showed that the
stimuli used in the experiments dealing with access coding
were monomorphemes
i.e. the stimuli consisted of one unit
of grammatical analysis.
TEXT is an example of a monomorphemic word.
On the other hand, TEXTS consists of
two morphemes.
More complex words were only used as stimuli
when it was investigated how morphologically complex words
are parsed into smaller units before lexical access.
Since
parsing was not meant to be a subject of this study next to
the format of the access code, only monomorphemic stimuli were
used for the experiments reported in this study.
Of course,
this is a further limitation to the answer that can be given
to the applied question about cognate identification.
In summary, the above analyses asked for a study of
lexical access in Dutch-English readers with a common store
in memory for their Dutch and English words.
Moreover, the
experiments were to be done with monomorphemic, isolated words
as stimuli.

1.2.

About the contents of this dissertation.

As explained in 1.1., although the original research
question was about the identification of cognates the focus
of the actual research had to be on the format of the access
code during visual word recognition in Dutch readers of
English.
Therefore, the greater part of this study will be
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about access coding.
Not until this question has been dealt
with will the problem of cognate identification be taken up
again.
This will be in Chapter Eight.
In the remaining part of this chapter the Dutch readers
of English, who were the subjects of the experiments, will be
introduced.
After that the notion of access coding will be
introduced, as it functions in both a monolingual word
recognition system and in a bilingual one.
In Chapter Two the literature on access coding of English
words will be reviewed.
This review is followed in Chapter
Three by a test of two rival models of lexical access.
Chapter Four is also devoted to such a test.
In Chapter Five
an experiment is reported in which the hypothesis is tested
that there are two functionally independent access coding
components in bilinguals with a common store for words from
their two languages.
In Chapter Six the time-course of interlingual interference is studied in two kinds of stimuli.
Moreover, a
description of that process is attempted.
Chapter Seven is
a general discussion of the results of all the experiments
reported in this study.
On the basis of this discussion a
choice is made between two models of visual word recognition
in bilinguals with a common lexical store for their two
languages.
Finally, in Chapter Eight the applied problem of
cognate identification is dealt with.
There is a discussion
of what further relevance the results of the experiments may
bear to foreign language teaching.

1.3.

An introduction to the subjects of the experiments.

In 1.1. I explained that access coding needed to be
studied in Dutch readers of English who could be assumed to
have a common store in memory for both their Dutch and
English words.
It was also argued that one of the problems
4

to be investigated was what would happen if sound based access
coding takes place during visual recognition of English words
by these readers.
This meant that subjects were needed for
the experiments who could be assumed to be capable of
assigning English sound features to written words if that were
something they do when reading English.
In the next few
paragraphs the subjects will be introduced who were assumed
both to have a common memory store for words from Dutch and
English and to be capable of transcoding written words into
sound based equivalents.
Most Dutch readers of English have learned that language
at school instead of in some bilingual setting at home or
elsewhere.
This also applies to those readers who have
learned their English at a school preparing for entry into a
university.
Most of them have studied English for six years
at an average of three hours of tuition a week (Claessen, van
Galen & Oud-de Glas, 1978a).
As a result they can read
English literature and textbooks with comparative ease
(Claessen et al., 1978a) when they leave school for study at
a university.
At Dutch universities most academic subjects rely heavily
on English textbooks and research literature (Claessen et al.,
1978b).
This means that for most Dutch university students
English is a language to be used, next to Dutch, in their
acquisition of knowledge about subjects other than English.
Does this make them into bilinguals?
As has been pointed
out in Hornby (1977) there is some confusion as to which
language users are to be considered bilinguals.
He quotes
authors who maintain that the term 'bilinguals' should only
be used for those individuals who have a nativelike command
of both languages.
Others, however, take the opposite view
that any knowledge and use of a second language makes someone
into a bilingual.
In this study Hornby's (p.3) approach that
bilingualism probably is not an all-or-none property, will be
adopted.
Instead it is more likely to be a characteristic
that may exist at different levels.
Therefore, it is more
relevant to describe the level of performance in both
languages of a bilingual.
The introductory paragraphs of this section were meant to
give a description of the level of performance of the
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bilingual(i?) subjects of this study.
From this description
it should appear that English is no great obstacle to the
understanding of written texts dealing with chemistry,
engineering, politics, economics etc.
However, Dutch is
still to be considered the dominant language.
As it is
customary (Hornby, 1977), this will be indicated in this study
by listing the dominant language first.
The subjects introduced above have no difficulty in
reading English aloud.
Therefore, it was assumed that they
would also have no difficulty in transcoding print into a
sound based code during visual word recognition.
This meant
that one of the conditions had been fulfilled that determined
the selection of the subjects.
The other condition concerned
the storage of Dutch and English words in a common memory
store.
Since Ervin & Osgood (1954) two kinds of bilinguals
are assumed to have such a common store.
One kind has
learned either language as a second language at school.
The
other kind has learned the two languages in surroundings in
which they are used more or less interchangeably.
Both kinds
of bilinguals are commonly referred to as compound bilinguals.
Only the first kind has taken part in the experiments reported
in this study. (3)

I.A.

A general outline of the process of visual word
recognition.

In this section the research problem introduced in 1.1.
will be examined more closely.
This will be done by means
of an analysis of place and function of the access code in a
word recognition system.
First this will be done in general
terms, i.e. without reference to any particular language.
This will enable us to introduce concepts that have originally
been developed to describe monolingual word recognition
systems.
After that there will be a discussion of what
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adaptations have to be made if a visual word recognition
system is to be able to handle words from two languages like
Dutch and English.
It is commonly assumed that a word is recognised after
having passed the following stages:
1.

2.

3.

A first peripheral stage during which the written
symbols representing a word are placed in a temporary
memory store.
This has been called the Sensory
Information Storage System (Lindsay & Norman, 1977) or
Iconic Store (Rumelhart, 1977).
In that peripheral
store a detailed image of the written symbols is assumed
to be stored for a few tenths of a second.
This image
is usually referred to as the icon.
Haber (1983)
provides a detailed analysis of current thinking on the
icon.
In this thesis the term is used as a shorthand
for a precategorical store (cf. Crowder & Morton, 1969
about the notion of precategorical storage).
A second stage during which an icon is translated into
a more abstract format in order to make it suitable for
contact with the equally abstract representation of a
word in memory.
This abstract format is called the
access code.
A third stage during which contact is made between an
access code and the internal representation of a word
in memory.
This is the matching and retrieval stage.
If a match occurs, information about a word is retrieved
from memory.
In other words, the word is recognised.

Recent views about the access code vary from it being
exclusively visual (Green & Shallice, 1976) to it being purely
sound based (Rubenstein, Lewis & Rubenstein, 1971).
Others
hold the view that both the visual and sound based
characteristics of words are represented in the access code
(Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson & Besner, 1977).
Hudson
(1981), on the other hand, proposes that the characteristics
of a word are converted into a morphemically based access
code.
It is only the latter code that is used to make
contact with the internal representations of words in memory.
Two models have been proposed to describe the matching
and retrieval procedure.
The first is the Logogen Model
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(Morton, 1964, 1970, 1979).
According to this model the
access code of a word is fed into a matching component of a
word recognition system called the 'Logogen System'.
In this
component a word is represented by a word identifier or
'logogen'.
This identifier is a mere response device.
It
is not the store in memory from which information about a
word is retrieved (Hudson, 1981, p.171).
This is thought to
occur in a Cognitive System.
A logogen is activated or
'fires' if the match between the information in a logogen and
the access code is sufficiently close to make the logogen go
above its threshold level of activation.
Subsequently
information about the word whose logogen has been activated
is retrieved from the Cognitive System (5). This model is
represented in the following figure.

FIGURE 1
An outline of a basic logogen model of word recognition.

44

sound based word analysis

ài

visual word analysis

A second model that has been proposed to describe the
matching and retrieval procedure is a search model (Forster,
1976, Rubenstein et al, 1971).
According to this model the
access code of a word is fed into a matching component
called an orthographic or sound based (phonological, according
to Forster, 1976) access file.
During the matching procedure
all the spelling and/or sound based codes of words, which are
assumed to be stored in the access files, are searched (6).
If a match occurs a pointer shows what lexical entry is to be
accessed in the Master File.
As defined in Hudson (1981) an
entry in the Master File (p.158) "unites information about the
meaning of a word, its sound pattern, its spelling and,
oerhaps, the language to which it belongs".
When an entry
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i s accessed a word i s r e c o g n i z e d .
model i s r e p r e s e n t e d i n F i g u r e 2.

In F o r s t e r (1976)

this

FIGURE 2
The o r g a n i s a t i o n of access and master f i l e s i n F o r s t e r ' s model.
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Although the logogen and search models differ in their
description of the matching and retrieval procedures, they
do have in common the use of two separate components for them.
The logogen model uses a Logogen System for matching and a
Cognitive System for retrieval.
The search model uses Access
and Master Files for these procedures.
Furthermore, both models receive their input from a
coding component which in its turn receives its information
from a Sensory Information Store (SIS).
Schematically the
above may be summarized in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3
A schematic representation of the process of visual word
recognition.

written symbols

1.5

SIS

coding
component

retrieval
component

The process of visual word recognition in bilinguals,

In the previous section the various components that are
assumed to be needed for a visual word recognition system were
10

discussed.
However, these components were only discussed in
general terms, without reference to the languages they should
accommodate.
In our case it is of particular interest to
4now if new components have to be added or existing ones
adapted if the process of visual word recognition is to be
represented as it occurs in bilinguals.
Of course, this
applies especially to the system needed for access coding.
It will appear that an efficient way of establishing this is
to follow words from two languages on their course through the
word recognition system in a thought experiment.
For example,
what is needed in terms of components to describe how the
Dutch-English translation equivalents PAARD and HORSE (7) are
recognised?
According to Figure 3 the first component that is needed
for the recognition of a word is the Sensory Information Store
(SIS).
As discussed before this store is assumed to hold an
image of a word for a very short time.
There does not seem
to be any logical reason why there should be separate stores
for the images of PAARD and HORSE.
Consequently, it will be
assumed that both words are stored in the same SIS.
The second component that is needed for the processing of
PAARD and HORSE is one for access coding.As mentioned before
it is still a matter of debate what code is used for visual
word recognition.
It could be that only the visual features
of a word are coded or the sound based features or even
both (8).
If access coding for both Dutch and English words only
concerns their visual features, one coding component could
accommodate both languages.
The writing system shared by
both languages makes it possible to construct a visual code
for both HORSE and PAARD.Moreover.uniquely Dutch or English
spelling patterns like the Dutch initial SCHR- or the English
final -OUGH can be stored together and used for coding by
means of the same coding component when required.
However, if the sound features of the words PAARD and
HORSE are involved in coding one coding component cannot
accommodate both.
For a sound based coding component common
to both Dutch and English could not give PAARD its proper
sound based code [pa:rt] nor HORSE its code [ho:s].
Instead,
separate 'Dutch' and 'English' coding components would be
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needed.
This is even more obvious if a Dutch-English
homograph like ROOM is taken for an example.
Only separate
components can ensure that this word gets its proper Dutch
code [ro:m] in a Dutch context and [ru:m] when it is processed
as an English word.
Two coding components seem to complicate matters. For,
how could it be ensured that a word stored in SIS would be
directed to the 'English' or 'Dutch' component as required?
However, this could be done by means of an 'input switch'
(Kolers, 1966; Macnamara & Kushnir, 1971).
Figure 4 shows
how such a switch could operate if it were set in the English
mode.

FIGURE 4
The working of an input switch.
(The dotted line indicates that the coding component is not
accessible).

.[English coding componentf-fr

input

switch

"*•—«. ι

]Dutch coding component

After a word has been coded its features are matched
against the internal representations of the spelling and/or
sounds of a word.
In Figure 3 a separate matching component
was drawn for this purpose.
If a match occurs information
about the word is retrieved from its entry in the retrieval
component.
Both components will be discussed below.
As discussed in 1.4. the retrieval component in compound
bilinguals is assumed to contain the lexical entries of both
English and Dutch words without any functional separation
12

between them.
From a logical point of view such a retrieval
component can only be linked up to a matching component that
also contains logogens or access codes of both Dutch and
English words.
Thus, no matter whether HORSE or PAARD have
been coded in separate components, their codes are thought to
be fed into a common matching component in which Dutch and
English words are represented by their visual logogens or
codes, their sound logogens or codes, or by both. (9)
When
a match occurs information about their meaning etc. is
retrieved from their common retrieval component.
The above discussion of the alternative possibilities that
exist for the processing of the two translation equivalents
PAARD and HORSE may be summarized in the following figures.

FIGURE 5A
A possible word recognition system in Dutch-English bilinguals.
This system is adequate if access coding for both languages is
only visual.

SIS

common

common

common

Dutch-English

matching

retrieval

coding component

component

component
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FIGURE 5B
A word recognition system that is needed if the sound based
features of words are involved in access coding.
English
coding
component
^v.

SIS

>
^"^

common

common

matching

retrieval

component

component

input
switch

Dutch
coding
component

The two figures show quite clearly what is to be the
central issue in this research.
This is the role played by
the visual and sound based codes during visual word
recognition in Dutch and in English.
The next chapter will
discuss what is presently known about access coding.

FOOTNOTES

1.
The reader may object to the fact that such common
English words as TEXT and ROOM are used as examples of words
that may be unfamiliar to a reader.
Perhaps the EnglishDutch cognate pair CLIQUE-KLIEK [kli:k] would appeal more.
However, the words themselves are not thought to be relevant.
What is relevant, however, is the type of cognate they
represent.
In the case of TEXT-TEKST this is a cognate pair
that is homophonous and synonomous but which differs in
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spelling.
ROOM, in its turn, represents Dutch and English
word pairs that only share their spellings.
2.
In fact most of these language users have learned at
least one other language at school.
This will mostly be
German and/or French (Claessen et al., 1978a).
This makes
them into multilinguals.
However, English takes up a special
position.
For, in their own judgement they read German or
French less often that English (Claessen et al., 1978b).
Obvious exceptions are, of course, students who specialize in
German or French.
For the purposes of this study, however,
they will only be considered as Dutch-English bilinguals.
French and German were only taken into account with the
construction of stimuli.
Care was taken in avoiding the
creation of stimuli that were German or French words.
3.
Ervin & Osgood (1954) also distinguish a second type of
bilinguals.
They are referred to as co-ordinate bilinguals.
In these language users, it is assumed, bilingual memory may
be represented by two functionally independent storage and
retrieval systems.
Such independence is thought to be the
result of an acquisition history in which the two languages
have been kept separate.
However, it is not obvious if such
a clear distinction between common and separate storage is
adequately supported by empirical evidence.
Indeed,
McCormack (1977) argues that the evidence that was found for
separate storage could also be explained in terms of common
storage.
4.
In the literature on visual word recognition the terms
'phonetic' and 'phonological' are commonly used to describe
the access code used for visual word recognition.
The use
of these terms suggests a type of coding which is also assumed
to be needed for speech.
However, it may be that the sound
based features that are transcoded internally from the visual
characteristics of a word during visual word recognition are
more abstract and less completely specified than the sound
features that play a part in the perception and production of
speech.
Therefore, there may even be an autonomous 'reading
phonology' next to speech phonology.
The terms 'phonetic'
and 'phonological' do not indicate this possibility.
Therefore, the more neutral term 'sound based' will be used in this
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study in order to avoid unnecessary and potentially misleading theoretical positions at this stage.
5.
The logogen model specifies that logogens can be
activated not only by incoming sensory information but also
by contextual information about the meaning and syntactic
function of the word to be recognised.
However, the latter
type of activation will not be discussed, as this study only
deals with the first type. A more fully articulated model
which is essentially similar to the logogen model is described
by McClelland & Rumelhart (1981).
6.
As it can be seen in Figure 2 Forster's model also allows
for word recognition through the semantic and syntactic
features of words.
For this purpose there is a separate
semantic/syntactic access file.
7.
Translation equivalents are defined as words from two
languages that refer to the same concept when used in the same
context.
For example, in the context of horse-riding the
Dutch word PAARD is the translation equivalent of HORSE.
However, in the context of chess playing they are not
translation equivalents.
In that context the Dutch word
PAARD is the translation equivalent of the English KNIGHT.
8.
Hudson's (1981) option of morpheme based coding, as
discussed in 1.4. will not be considered here because the two
words PAARD and HORSE are both monomorphemic and consequently
will not differ from each other in the parsing process .
What remains, however, are their differences in spelling and
sound which are assumed to be preserved in their respective
morphemic codes.
9.
As in 1.4. the syntactic/semantic logogens or access
codes will be left out of the discussion.
The matching
elements will often be called logogens, but no specific point
hangs on the distinction between active (search) and passive
(logogen or word detector) models because the central
question in this thesis concerns the access codes.
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CHAPTER II

ABOUT THE FORMAT OF THE ACCESS CODE : A LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1.

A review of monolingual research into access coding.

Recent reviews of bilingual literature (Albert & Obler,
1978; D o m i c , 1977; McCormack, 1977) show that research into
visual word recognition in bilinguals has been generally
scarce.
The only part of the word recognition system that
has received some attention is the input switch which was
introduced in 1.5.
The authors mentioned there (Kolers,
1966 and Macnamara & Kushnir, 1971) measured switching times
during oral and silent reading of sentences in which both
French and English words appeared randomly.
On the other hand, reviews of monolingual research
(Coltheart, 1980; Massaro, 1975; Underwood, 1979) show that
access coding in English monolinguals has been the subject of
much research.
Therefore this chapter will be devoted to a
discussion of that research.
The aim of that discussion will
be to determine what will be the most promising approach to
studying access coding in Dutch-English bilinguals.
When reports of monolingual experiments concerning access
coding are compared they often show conflicting conclusions.
F
or example, Rubenstein, Lewis and Rubenstein (1971) come to
the conclusion that only a sound based code is used for lexical
access.(l)
Green and Shallice (1976), however, interpret their
results as providing evidence for the visual code being the
only one used for lexical access.
On the other hand,
Davelaar, Coltheart, Besner and Jonasson (1978) come to the
conclusion that they have found evidence for an optional coding
strategy.
Sometimes the sound based code is used for access,
sometimes the visual one depending on the reader's awareness
of the success of either strategy.
Of course, it is quite
possible that these results and conclusions reflect the
flexibility of readers who can access their Mental Lexicon in
different ways depending on their needs.
However, it is also
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possible that different results were obtained because different
research methods were used.
In that case it would be
important to find out which method or methods was or were
appropriate.
Therefore, this aspect of task dependence
will be gone into before any definite conclusions are drawn
about the access code that is used by monolinguals.
Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonassen and Besner (1977) make an
important observation which may explain why different results
were found in various experiments.
They argue that most of
the findings are probably irrelevant to questions about the
nature of the access code because tasks were used in experi
ments that do not logically require lexical access.
The
relevance of their observation derives from the need to
imitate the behaviour to be studied as closely as possible in
an experiment.
Access to the Mental Lexicon is then obvious
ly necessary if visual word recognition is the object of study.
To the observation made by Coltheart et al. (1977) it may
be added that even if lexical access can be assumed to take
place, it should not be the case that a particular type of
coding is invited by the task.
For example, if a visual
stimulus is only to be named (Baron & Strawson, 1976;
Frederikson & Kroll, 1976; Mason, 1978; Stanovich & Bauer,
1978) a shallower level of transcoding of visual features into
a sound based equivalent may prove adequate.
A deeper level
of transcoding may be required if the meaning of the same
stimulus is to be determined, even without having to
pronounce it.
Both this observation, and the one made in
Coltheart et al. (1977) will guide the literature review.
Coltheart et al. (1977) argue that objections can be
raised against a letter search task.
This task requires
subjects to read a text searching for a particular letter.
For example, Corcoran (1966) instructed subjects to search
through a passage of prose for the letter < e >.
In some
of the words < e > was not pronounced, as in LATE, in
others it was, as in RED.
Because this task can be performed
without the Mental Lexicon being involved lexical access is
evidently not necessary and consequently the letter search
task is unsuitable for research into access coding because it
does not force lexical access. (2)
The above objection also applies to a matching task
(Raron, 1975: Kleiman, 197'Ί) .
Τη this task a decision must
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Ъе made whether two letter strings like GATE AND GAIT are
visually the same.
Moreover, it also applies to a reporting
task (Spoehr, 1978) in which the visual presentation of a
stimulus is followed by the selection out of an alternative
pair of letters or out of alternative letter clusters, of that
letter or letter cluster that occurred in the stimulus.
For example, the stimulus is SHARK and the subsequent
selection has to be made on the basis of SH/ST ARK.
Also for
this task it is not necessary to enter the Mental Lexicon
before a decision can be made.
(At least at the time of
selection , as opposed to after the event).
Another task that is subject to criticism is the rhyming
task (Green & Shallice, 1976) in which a subject is to respond
with 'yes' if two letter strings rhyme, like URGE and VERGE.
It may be that this task also can be performed with most words
(perhaps some irregular spellings are excepted) without
reference to the Mental Lexicon . However, the main
objection to this task is that it invites sound based coding.
Consequently, a type of coding may have been used for the
rhyming task that may not be needed for silent reading.
The above may have raised doubts about the possibility of
finding any suitable task at all.
However, as pointed out by
Coltheart et al. (1977) the lexical decision task, however
odd it may be itself, is not subject to the criticism that
lexical access need not take place.
This task requires
subjects to respond with 'yes' if a letter string is a word
and with 'no' if it is not.
It is generally accepted that
with all words and most nonwords it is necessary to access
the Mental Lexicon in order to determine if a letter string
is a word or not.
If an internal representation is stored
in one's Mental Lexicon that matches the stimulus in form one
can respond with 'yes'.
If no match occurs a 'no' response
follows.
The only type of letter string that does not
logically require lexical access is a so-called 'illegal' nonword.
An example of an illegal nonword is BDAZM.
For
example, Stanners, Forbach and Headley (1971) found that a
stimulus consisting of three consonants could be responded
to with 'no' before 'yes' responses could be given to words.
This was not the case with 'legal' nonwords.
Their responses
were slower than those to words.
The fact that illegal non-
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words can be responded to with 'no' before words are responded
to with 'yes' is attributed to the inability of the coding
system to handle illegal strings.
Therefore, illegality is
detected before or during lexical access.
The fact that it can be assumed that the lexical decision
task requires lexical access implies that evidence for a
oarticular type of coding found in an experiment in which that
task was used can be accepted as valid, in principle at least.
Of course, it has to be clear that evidence of a particular
type of access coding can only be attributed to that type of
access coding and not to response, post-access effects.
An effect meeting this requirement is an interference
effect in pseudohomophones.
Pseudohomophones are stimuli
that match words in sound but not in spelling.
An example
is the pseudohomophone RUME which only matches the English
word ROOM in sound.
If in a lexical decision experiment an
effect is found upon presentation of the stimulus RUME which
indicates that the lexical entry for ROOM has been accessed
then evidence for sound based coding has been found at the
same time.
For the sound based code of RUME is the only part
of the stimulus that is capable of accessing the internal
representation of ROOM.
An interference effect indicating that lexical entries
had been accessed upon presentation of pseudohomophones was
found both by Rubenstein et al. (1971) and by Coltheart et
al. (1977).
In these experiments the 'no' responses to the
pseudohomophones were slower than those to the nonword
controls, which were composed of random but legal spellings
(Rubenstein et al. 1971) or were derived from the
pseudohomophones by replacing one letter in a string with a
legal alternative (Coltheart et al. 1977).
An example of
the first type of nonword is PRUSK.
The second could be
CUME if the corresponding pseudohomophone were RUME.
In
these pseudohomophones the mis-matching spelling had prevented
a 'yes' response.
At the same time the sound based match had
delayed a 'no' response.
However, to the nonword controls a
'no' response could be given without delay because no lexical
entries had been accessed.
Additional support for the
assumption of word entries having been accessed by the pseudohomophones was found in the fact that in both experiments the
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number of erroneous 'yes' responses to them had been
significantly higher than to the nonword controls.
The above shows that in at least two experiments using
the lexical decision task and having pseudohomophones as
stimuli evidence had been found for sound based access.
However, it is not the only evidence.
In a Stroop test
Dennis and Newstead (1981) used as stimuli both pseudohomophones like PINC, nonword controls like PINN and colour words
like PINK.
In such a test subjects are required to name the
colour in which the stimuli are printed.
The words or nonwords themselves are to be ignored.
If, however, the speed
of colour naming is affected by the match or mismatch between
the colour and the meaning of the word whose colour is to be
named it is assumed that lexical access for these words has
taken place.
Dennis and Newstead found that colour naming
was slower, for example, if PINK was printed in a green
colour.
The same was found to occur with the pseudohomophone
PINC.
However, they also found evidence for an effect of the
difference in spelling between PINC and PINK.
When both
stimuli were shown in their matching pink colour PINK resulted
in faster colour naming than PINC.
From this the authors
concluded that both the sound based and the visual codes of
stimuli had played a part during lexical access.
Using a
Stroop test in combination with techniques to suppress subvocalisation Martin (1978) comes to the same conclusion.
As far as the role of the sound based code during
lexical access is concerned the above conclusion was
challenged in a number of other experiments in which the
lexical decision task was also used.
Consequently this
would be evidence for the view that readers do not always
use a sound based code for lexical access provided, of course,
that the effects that were measured could clearly be
attributed to coding during access.
There are reasons to
doubt if this has been the case.
For example, some experiments (Frederikson and Kroll,
1976; Green and Shallice, 1976) have investigated whether
syllable length affected the speed of lexical decision.
It
was assumed that this should be the case if access coding were
sound based.
As the authors did not find any such effect
they concluded that the sound based code is not used for
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access.
However, this conclusion is only correct if it can
be accepted that syllable length playa the same part in sound
based coding for lexical access as it does in the overt
pronunciation of a word.
As pointed out by Davelaar et al.,
(1978) there is no evidence indicating that this is true.
Consequently, because the assumption of the effect of syllable
length on the speed of lexical decision cannot be accepted the
results based on that assumption cannot be accepted either.
Another effect which proves problematic if conclusions
are to be based on it about the nature of the access code is
the effect of irregular symbol-to-sound relationships on
response times in a lexical decision experiment (Baron &
Strawson, 1976; Coltheart, Besner, Jonasson & Davelaar, 197e»;
Parkin, 1982; Stanovich & Bauer, 1978).
The above authors have hypothesized that irregular
relationships would take longer to be coded, and hence would
also take longer to be responded to with 'yes' in a lexical
decision experiment, than would regular ones if sound based
coding took place.
On the other hand, in case of visual
coding no difference was to be expected between decision
times for regular and irregular symbol-to-sound relationships.
Parkin (1982) shows quite clearly that different results
are obtained depending on the definition of irregular relationships.
In one experiment, the author studied the effect of
three types of relationships on lexical decision time.
One
type consisted of irregular relationships that are listed in
the Oxford Paperback Dictionary (1979).
Only words are
listed as irregular in that dictionary that acccording to the
authors are difficult to pronounce or difficult to recognize
when read.
Some examples are INDICT, BROOCH and AISLE.
The second type of symbol-to-sound relationship used by
Parkin (1982) were represented by words that had been defined
in Baron & Strawson (1976) and in Coltheart et al. (1979) as
being irregular (3) but which were not listed as such in the
above dictionary.
Some examples are CHOIR, BUGLE and CANOE.
Finally, words with regular relationships were included in
the list of stimuli.
Some examples are: SIEGE, CHIME and
GLOBE.
The three types were matched for frequency, part of
speech, number of letters, number of syllables and number of
word meanings.
The author found that stimuli constructed
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with the dictionary interpretation of irregularity produced
longer latencies that did those with the interpretation of
irregularity used by Baron & Strawson (1976) and Coltheart
et al. (1979).
Indeed, the latter interpretation of
irregularity produced latencies that did not differ significantly from those for words with regular relationships.
The first result of Parkin (1982) can be interpreted as
evidence for sound based coding.
Yet the author himself
concludes (p.50-1): "what is needed is a closer and more
systematic examination of spelling-to-sound rules".
Therefore, as long as it is not clear what the distinction between
regular and irregular relationships entails it seems premature
to accept results based on this distinction as conclusive
evidence for a particular type of coding, albeit suggestive.
Finally, an experiment (Baron, 1973) will be discussed
which is also considered to provide evidence against sound
based coding.
It differed from the experiments discussed
above in that subjects were required to extract meaning from
phrases while the other experiments were only concerned with
reactions to formal properties of isolated words.
In one
part of the experiment subjects had to decide whether a phrase
'made sense'.
In the other part they had to indicate if the
same phrase 'sounded as though it made sense'.
The stimuli were phrases of four kinds:
(1)

Phrases that sound as though they make ^ense but do not
look as though they do.
T W O examples are: PIECE
TREATY and MY KNEW CAR.

(2)

Phrases that sound the same as their counterparts in (1)
but do make sense.
For the examples in (1) they are
PEACE TREATY and MY NEW CAR.

(3)

Phrases that do not make sense in any way.
are: OUR N0 CAR and PIE POD.

(4)

Phrases that match those of (3) but do make sense.
For
the examples of (3) they are: OUR NEW CAR and PEA POD.

Two examples

The author predicted, among other things, that in case
of sound based access coding the 'no' response to MY KNEW CAR
would be slower than to OUR N0 CAR when subjects would be
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asked to respond to the question 'Does this phrase make sense'.
The sound based equivalence between KNEW and NEW would account
for that.
Likewise, the author predicted that, again in case of
sound based access coding, subjects would respond with 'yes'
as quickly to MY KNEW CAR as to MY NEW CAR when asked whether
a phrase sounded as though it made sense.
Neither prediction was confirmed and therefore the
author concluded that sound based access coding is not
necessary for reading.
However, in both parts of the experiment a confounding
effect may have occurred due to the fact that the variable
manipulated in the experiment, homophony, was not the only one
that could affect the results.
The other variable was the
semantic and syntactic inappropriateness of the homophonous
and nonhomophonous words that should show the presence or
absence of a sound based effect.
For example, KNEW in MY
KNEW CAR is both semantically and syntactically inappropriate
in this context.
It has this in common with NO in OUR NO
CAR.
It could well be that this variable affected latencies
more when subjects had to decide if these phrases made sense
than the minor variable of homophony in MY KNEW CAR.
This
would explain why no difference occurred between the mean
latencies for the MY KNEW CAR type of phrases and the OUR NO
CAR type.
Moreover, it could have had the same effect when
subjects had to decide if a phrase sounded as though it made
sense.
If it is accepted that semantic and syntactic
inappropriateness may equally well explain the results of
Baron's experiment, he cannot be assumed to have found
conclusive evidence against sound based access coding.

2.2.

Some conclusions.

The aim of this review was to reveal what is known at
present about access coding in English monolinguals. It
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turned out that effects were repeatedly observed in
experiments which could best be explained if it was assumed
that sound based access coding had occurred.
From this it
was concluded that in this research it had to be investigated
whether such coding could also be assumed to occur when
English words are recognised by Dutch-English bilinguals.
Another conclusion that was drawn from the review was
that only the lexical decision task and the Stroop colour
naming task had provided clear results in the monolingual
experiments.
Therefore it was thought to be necessary to
restrict the choice of a task for the experiments of this
research to one of these two.
In fact, in this research only
the lexical decision task was used.
With this task a direct
comparison was possible between the results of some experiments of this research and those of two monolingual experiments that gave rise to rival explanations of sound based
access coding.
These explanations will be introduced in the
next chapter.

FOOTNOTES

1.
At this point I will not go into how these conclusions
were reached.
This will be discussed further on in this
chapter.
2.
Many recent papers (e.g. Smith & Sterling, 1982) do
appear to use letter cancellation in a linguistically
interesting way, but the chain of inference between the task
and the contact with lexical representations is, at best, a
long one.
3.

The authors based their definition on Venezky (1970).
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CHAPTER III

A TEST OF TWO MODELS OF ACCESS CODING: THE RECODING AND THE
CO-OPERATION MODEL

3.1.

An introduction to a recoding and a co-operation model
of access coding.

There are two models of access coding that can explain
the sound based effects that were found in some of the English
experiments discussed in the last chapter.
These models will
be introduced now.
The first is the recoding model developed by Rubenstein
et al. (1971).
According to this model the visual features
of a word are obligatorilytranscoded into a sound based code.
This code is the only one that is used for the next stage of
the recognition process, the matching stage.
If a match
occurs the corresponding entry of the word is accessed in the
retrieval system.
It is not until this stage that the visual
code of a word comes into play.
It functions in a postaccess spelling check.
The purpose of this check is, for
example, to distinguish between homophones like WEAK and WEEK.
It also serves to check if a stimulus just sounds like a word,
as is the case with a pseudohomophone like RUHE.
In the
latter case lexical access is resumed after the check has
revealed the mismatching spelling of RUME.
A second explanation of access coding is offered by the
co-operation model which was developed by Coltheart et al.
(1977).
According to this model the visual features of a
word are transcoded into a sound based equivalent.
Subsequently, both codes are used for matching.
As a result
homophones like WEAK and WEEK are already distinguished during
the matching procedure.
As soon as a match occurs between
the two co-operating codes and the visual and sound based
representations of a word, the corresponding entry is accessed
and information about the word is retrieved from that entry.
According to the co-operation model mismatches in
spelling, as in RUME, are detected durinci matching, instead
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of post-lexically as explained by the recoding model.
However, both models agree in the effect of such a mismatch.
The co-operation model also proposes that the access
procedure is resumed if the outcome of a matching procedure
has been negative.
The difference between the two models lies in the role
of the visual code.
In the recoding model it only functions
after an entry in the retrieval system has been accessed by
means of the sound based code.
In the co-operation model,
however, it already functions during matching.

3.2.

A stalemate in the testing of the two models of access
coding.

At the moment there is a stalemate in the testing of the
two models.
This stalemate position will become clear if it
is discussed what would be the nature of the experiment the
results of which would make it possible to choose between the
two models.
This experiment would have to compare the effect
of changes in the visual access codes of words with changes in
the sound based codes.
The former type of change is assumed
to be brought about when the spelling of a word, for example
the spelling of ROOM, is changed into ahomophonous equivalent,
into RUME for example.
The latter type of change requires
changing the sound based access code of TREE from [tri:] into
[tre:], for example.
Clearly, this is impossible in English
because the symbol-to-sound relationships for TREE are fixed.
Therefore, the stalemate mentioned above cannot be ended in
monolingual, English experiments or any monolingual situation.
Why such an experiment, in which the effect of the
hypothetical TREE [tre:] would be compared with that of RUME,
would allow for a choice between the two models of access
coding discussed above, remains to be explained.
This is
because the two models clearly differ in their predictions as
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regards the effects of the two types of changes in the access
codes of words.
According to the recoding model, the sound based code of
a word is the only one used for the matching procedure in the
Mental Lexicon.
Therefore, if the sound based access code of
TREE is changed from [tri:] into [tre:] there will be no match
with the sound based representation of TREE in the matching
system.
Consequently there will be no post-access spelling
check.
As explained above this check is only made if a
sound based match has already occurred during matching.
This
absence of a spelling check prevents the unchanged spelling of
TREE from playing any part in the recognition process.
As a
result a 'no' response will be given to TREE [tre:] in a
lexical decision experiment.
Moreover, there will be no
difference between the reaction time for TREE [tre:] and the
reaction time for a nonword like PRUSK.
No post-access
spelling check is required for PRUSK either, since no match
occurs with the sound based representation of any word.
However, according to the recoding model the situation
will be different for RUME.
Its matching sound based code
will require a post-access spelling check.
This check will
reveal the mismatch between the spelling of RUME and the
internal representation of the spelling of ROOM.
Hence a
'no' response will be given in a lexical decision experiment
after the access procedure has been resumed but has failed to
result in any subsequent matches.
This time the 'no'
response will be slower than the response to PRUSK because
the latter does not require the extra post-access spelling
check before a 'no' response can be given.
In summary, the recoding model predicts the following
set of results if the effect of the changed sound based
code of TREE is compared with the changed visual code of ROOM:
the reaction time (RT) for TREE [tre:] = RT for PRUSK
RT for RUME

> RT for PRUSK.

In contrast with the above the co-operation model
predicts the following results:
RT for TREE [tre:]

> RT for PRUSK

RT for RUME

> RT for PRUSK.
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These predictions are based on the equality of the roles of
the visual and sound based codes during matching in the cooperation model.
If either code does not match the internal
representations of the spelling and sound features of a word
in the matching system, lexical access is delayed until the
nature of the mismatch has been revealed.
After the delay
the access procedure is resumed.
Such a delay in the access
procedure is predicted by the co-operation model both for
TREE [tre:] and for RUME.
However, for PRUSK no such delay
will occur.
Neither its visual nor its sound based code
matches the internal representation of the spelling or sound
features of any word stored in the matching system.
Hence
the 'no' response to PRUSK will be faster than the response
either to TREE [tre:] or to RUME.
Comparison of the two sets of predictions made by the two
models of access coding shows that it would be possible to
choose between them if the sound based code of a word could be
changed during lexical access.
The next paragraph will
discuss how this is thought to be possible if both Dutch and
English words are used as stimuli in an English lexical
decision experiment (i.e. an experiment in which an answer
is to be given to the question "Is this an English word?").

3.3.

A pseudo-monolingual research design to test the
conflicting predictions of the receding and co-operation
models of access coding.

Dutch and English differ in the pronunciation of many
common spellings.
These differences bring it about that a
Dutch word like BEELD changes from [be:It] into [bi:ld] if it
is pronounced as if it were English.
There does not seem to be any reason why the sound based
change discussed above will not occur during visual word
recognition if the same word BEELD were coded as if it were
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English.
This means that the moment of heterophony during
matching that was discussed in 3.2. for TREE [tre:] can be
created in Dutch-English bilinguals if they can be made to
code Dutch words like BEELD according to English symbol-tosound relationships.
This can be done if these bilinguals
are made to believe they are taking part in a monolingual
English lexical decision experiment and if they are also made
to respond'no' to Dutch words like BEELD in this same experi
ment.
This situation, it is expected, will result in the
desired 'English' access code for BEELD.
Thus there will be
a moment of heterophony in that word during matching. (1)
The essence of the above design is that evidence for the
effect of an English sound based mismatch is collected with
Dutch words,
Obviously, the same design should be used to
test the predictions made by the two models of access coding
about the effect of visual mismatches.
In 3.2. these
oredictions were made for RUME. This means that the spellings
of Dutch words will have to be changed according to English
symbol-to-sound relationships.
An example of such a change
is SNAY derived from the Dutch word SNEE [sne:] (cut) which
sounds as a Dutch word if and only if the English spelling-tosound rules are used to create the access code.
With the above Dutch stimuli, in an English lexical
decision experiment in which subjects take part who have no
functional separation between their Dutch and English words
stored in the Mental Lexicon, the following results are
predicted by the two models of access coding.
According to
the receding model the reaction times to the BEELD stimuli
will not differ from those to their nonword controls.
Only
for the SNAY type will the reaction times be slower than those
to these controls.
However, according to the co-operation
model both the reaction times to the BEELD and to the SNAY
stimuli will be slower than those to the nonword controls.
Schematically this can be represented as follows:
According to the receding model:

RT BEELD = RT PRUSK
RT SNAY

According to the co-operation
model:

> RT PRUSK

RT BEELD > RT PRUSK
pRUSK
з м д у
> R T

R T
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It should be noticed that these predictions are the same as
those given in 3.2. for TREE [tre:] and for RUME.
Thus it
will be possible to make a choice between the two models of
access coding using the pseudo-monolingual design.

3.4.

Results to be expected in case of a discovery of the
identity of the Dutch words.

A risk to be considered in connection with the pseudomonolingual design is that subjects will discover that Dutch
words are involved in an English experiment after having
responded to one or two of these Dutch words.
Will the discovery lead to results that are useless because they cannot
be distinguished from those predicted by the receding or the
co-operation model?
Both the random distribution of the Dutch words over the
list of stimuli and their legal spellings according to English
symbol-to-sound correspondences prevent discovery of their
Dutch identity before the end of the word recognition procedure.
It is only then that information about the language
identity of a word is assumed to become available (cf. 1.4.).
However, by that time a response is expected to have already
been given in a lexical decision experiment.
Such a response
is thought to be made without the full examination of the
contents of a lexical entry (cf. 1.4. again), which is
necessary to establish the language identity of a word shown
on the screen in a lexical decision experiment.
In other
words, information about the identity of a Dutch word is
thought to come too late in a pseudo-English lexical decision
experiment to affect the responses predicted in 3.3.
The possibility remains that after the first few Dutch
words subjects abandon the response strategy expected of them
in a lexical decision experiment and instead delay their
responses to the stimuli until after their identity has been
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fully established. This would be a post-recognition response
stategy.
Such a strategy requires certainty on the part of
a subject about the identity of a stimulus.
This moment of
certainty will come sooner for both English and Dutch words
than for nonwords since the latter require an exhaustive search
of the Mental Lexicon (Forster & Bednall, 1976) before their
identity as nonwords can be established.
This means that the
results in case of a post-recognition response strategy are
expected to be: RT English and Dutch words < RT nonwords.
This result is not predicted by either model of access coding
concerned.
Therefore, there will be no difficulty in interpreting the results of the experiments if responses are given
on the basis of the identity of each stimulus.

3.5.

Results in case of visual coding.

It has now been explained why the research design
introduced in 3.3. should lead to c]ear results both if (a)
access coding takes place as predicted either by the receding
or by the co-operation model and if (b) a post-recognition
response strategy is followed.
It will be discussed what
results are to be expected in the case of visual coding.This
type of coding is to be expected if the bilingual subjects of
the experiments do not show the same coding behaviour as the
English monolinguals for whom the two models of access coding
were developed of which the predictions are to be tested.
If coding is purely visual a Dutch word like BEELD will
receive an access code in an English lexical decision
experiment that will not differ from the code it gets in a
Dutch experiment.
Consequently, its access code will match
the internal representation of BEELD just as it will be the
case with the English word LINE.
Therefore, subjects will
want to respond with 'yes' to both LINE and BEELD in a lexical
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decision experiment.
If, nevertheless only LINE is to get
a 'yes' response, as is the case in the pseudo-monolingual
design introduced in this chapter, subjects will have to
follow the post-recognition strategy discussed in 3.4. in
order to avoid errors.
Consequently, it is to be expected
that the response times for the BEELD and the LINE stimuli will
'эе faster than those for the nonword controls.
For the SNAY stype of stimuli the results will also be
clear in case of visual coding.
If only visual coding takes
place the access code of SNAY will not match either the
internal representation of the Dutch word SNEE from which it
was derived, or the representation of any Dutch or English
word.
It will have this in common with a nonword control like
PRUSK.
Therefore, in case of purely visual coding there is
not expected to be any difference between the response times
for the SNAY and PRUSK stimuli.
Neither the results for the BEELD type of stimuli nor those
for the SNAY type that were discussed in this paragraph are
predicted by the recoding or the co-operation model of access
coding.
Consequently, there will be no problem interpreting
the results if only visual coding has taken place.

3.6.

Experiment I. (2)

A study of the effect of sound based mismatches on
lexical access.

In this experiment the two conflicting predictions will be
tested that the recoding and the co-operation models make about
the effect on Dutch words like BEELD when they are used as
stimuli in an English lexical decision experiment.
If the
recoding model correctly predicts the results, the mean
response time for the BEELD stimuli will not differ signifi-
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cantly from the mean response time for their nonword controls.
However, if the co-operation model is correct the mean
response time for the BEELD stimuli will be higher than the
response time for the nonword controls.
METHOD
Forty Dutch words were selected which differ from their
Dutch pronunciation if they are pronounced according to
English symbol-to-sound correspondences.
Only Dutch words
were chosen that are orthographically legal as English pseudowords.
They are listed at the end of this chapter.
Moreover, in Appendix 1 a survey is given of the differences
between Dutch and English in symbol-to-sound correspondences
that were used for the selection of the stimuli.
Forty other nonwords were selected from Coltheart et al.
(1977) and from Rubenstein et al. (1971).
They are all
orthographically legal according to English spelling rules.
These stimuli were selected from the above experiments in
order to make the pseudo-monolingual experiment resemble the
English lexical decision experiments mentioned above as
closely as possible.
The nonwords are also listed at the end
of this chapter.
The resemblance to the monolingual experiments could not
be maintained in the selection of the English words.
If the
words of these experiments would be used, the bilingual
subjects might not be familiar with some of them.
This
would confound the results of the experiment.
This risk
would be less if only words would be selected that were highly
frequent and, therefore, more likely to be familiar.
Therefore only high frequency words(f ^200), eighty in all, were
selected from Ku&era & Francis (1967). None of them were
Dutch homographs nor homophones.
SUBJECTS
Fourteen Dutch students of the State University of
Utrecht took part in the experiment.
All of them had learned
English as a foreign language at school for at least six years.
Therefore, as already argued in 1.3. , they were assumed to be
bilinguals with a common store for their Dutch and English
words in the Mental Lexicon.
As a result of their six year
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study they achieved a level of proficiency that was considered
adequate for their task, including the coding of the stimuli
according to English symbol-to-sound correspondences.
They
were paid for their services.
PROCEDURE
Before the experiment began the subjects were informed
about the lexical decision task.
They were asked to make a
'yes'response by pressing a key with their nonpreferred index
finger if the stimulus was an English word and a 'no' response
with their preferred index finger if it was not.
Speed of
responding and acccuracy were stressed equally.
After each
trial subjects were informed of their reaction time and the
correctness of their response.
They received 30 practice
trials.
Subjects were not told about the Dutch words, nor
were any included among the practice items.
Stimuli were
shown on the middle of a screen by means of tachistoscopic
projection.
Subjects were seated in front of the experimenter
at a distance of about six feet from the screen.
All subjects
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Lighting was
arranged in such a way that subjects had no difficulty in
reading the stimuli on the screen.
The stimuli disappeared
from the screen after a key had been pressed.
The response
limit was set at 1500 milliseconds.
The stimuli were
presented in four different random orders.
Both latencies
and responses were recorded electronically.
DATA TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS
In the analysis of the latencies only the correct
responses were considered.
First the mean reaction times
were determined per subject for each type of stimulus.
Then
any value deviating from its mean by more than two standard
deviations was replaced with the appropriate value of two
standard deviations above or below that mean.
This operation
resulted in less than 4% changes in the original reaction
times.
After these corrections subject and stimulus means
were computed.
In 1973 a paper was published (Clark, 1973) which
radically changed the method that had been used up till then
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to analyse the results of experiments with verbal stimuli.
In that article it is argued that it is not enough to analyse
the results of such experiments by means of an analysis of
variance in which only subject means are considered.
If
such an analysis yields a significant difference between
treatment and control means this only allows for the
inference that the same results would re-occur with a new
sample of subjects.
So it only allows for generalization
to the subject population.
It does not allow for generalization to words, phrases etc.
However, Clark argues, this
is precisely what investigators of language usually want to
do.
In fact they usually want to generalize to subjects and
language at the same time.
In order to make this possible
he recommends the use of F' or min F', which is simpler
computationally.
This min F' is calculated on the basis of
both F/S(ubject) and F/L(anguage).
Therefore, it allows for
the simulaneous generalization to subject and language populations.
Coleman (1979) makes another important observation.He argues that F/S and F/L may provide useful information that
would be lost if only min F' were accepted as the basis for
conclusions about the results of experiments.
They may show,
for example, whether a significant F/S was accompanied by a
nonsignificant F/L.
This in its turn could lead to a closer
examination of the verbal stimuli that were used for the
experiment and reveal whether the nonsignificance of F/L was
the result of the way in which some of these stimuli were
selected or constructed.
Alternatively, a nonsignificant
F/S accompanied by a significant F/L could reveal that some
subjects had reacted differently to some stimuli from the
others, which reaction was not persistent enough, however,
to affect the significance of F/L.
This could happen if
larger samples of subjects were involved.
Coleman's arguments could apply especially to the
subjects and the stimuli to be used for this research.
For
example, it could happen that some subjects would be a
different type of bilingual from the others and would show
this in their responses to a particular type of stimulus or
to all stimuli.
It could also be, however, that some of
the nonwords to be used in the experiments as controls would
be more wordlike to the bilingual subjects than they had
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proved to be to monolinguals.This could affect F/L and
would only be noticed if that F were to be considered in the
analysis.
For these reasons it was decided to analyse the results
taking all three Fs into account and to report them as well.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean reaction times, standard errors of the means and
error percentages are presented in Table 1.

Table 1.

Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors
of the means and percentage error rates for the
3 conditions of Experiment I.

CONDITION

EXAMPLE

English words
Nonwords
Dutch words

LINE
PRUSK
BEELD

RT

SE

%F.

531
586
629

13
14
16

11
13
22

It is clear from Table 1 that the reaction times for the
BEELD stimuli were slower than those for the nonwords.
Analysis of the reaction times supports this observation,
F/S(l,13) = 52.56, p<.001, F/L(l,78) = 14.52, p<.001 and
min F' (1,87) = 11,38, ρ <.005. A discussion of these
results in terms of access coding will be deferred until the
predictions about SNAY that were discussed in 3.3. have been
tested as well.
This result also supports the basic assump
tion that English and Dutch words are stored in a single
lexicon for these subjects.
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3.7

About changing the visual code of a word.

In 3.2. it was argued that for a test of the receding
and co-operation models of access coding it would be necessary
to test two predictions.
One prediction concerns the effect
of changes in the sound based code of a word on lexical access
for that word.
This prediction was tested in Experiment I.
The other prediction concerns the effect of changes in the
visual code of a word.
Both models predict that changes in the visual code of a
word result in a slower 'no' response to that word than to its
nonword control.
Therefore, by itself, a test of this
prediction will not reveal anything interesting about the two
models of access coding.
However, in combination with the
results of Experiment I this test will show whether either
model correctly explains both results o" whether a third
explanation will have to be looked for.
In 3.3. it was argued that for a comparison of the results
of this second test of the two models and those of Experiment Τ
it would be necessary to change the spelling of Dutch words
according to English symbol-to-sound correspondences.
In that
paragraph the example was given of the Dutch word SNEE which
was changed into SNAY in order to create a visua] mismatch
with the internal representation of that Dutch word.
In this
experiment stimuli of the SNAY type will be used.
A question that remains is how much of the spelling of a
Dutch word has to be changed when a pseudohomophone is
constructed.
The answer appears to be important if the
question is related to the two models of access coding that
are to be tested.
The crucial point is the roles played by
the visual and sound based access codes during matching.
As discussed in 3.1. the recoding model proposes that the
visual code of a word only functions after a lexical entry has
been accessed by means of the sound based code.
This means
that the visual code plays no part in the matching procedure;
therefore, it cannot be of any importance how much of the
spelling of a word is changed as long as its sound features
are not affected.
This means that according to the recoding
model the pseudohomophone SNAY, in which the spelling of one
phoneme of the Dutch word SNEF. has been changed, will result
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in the same delayed 'no' response in a lexical decision
experiment as will ZAME, which is derived from the Dutch word
ZEEM [ze:m] by changing the spelling of two out of three of
its phonemes.
The co-operation model proposes that both the visual and
the sound based codes of a word are involved in matching.
In
principle this still allows for a purely sound based activation
of a lexical representation if it is assumed that EITHER the
visual OR the sound based code can activate the internal
representation of a word by itself.
This will be called the
EITHER-OR co-operation model.
If this version of the cooperation model applies it is also immaterial whether SNAY or
ZAME are used as stimuli.
In both cases the matching sound
based codes will result in slower 'no' responses in a lexical
decision experiment.
However, it is also possible to interpret the cooperation between the two codes during matching as a process
in which BOTH the visual AND the sound based codes of a word
have to contribute sufficient evidence if activation of the
internal representation of a word is to occur.
And this
activation is necessary for the delayed 'no' response
mentioned above for the two other models.
According to this
interpretation of the co-operation model it could make a
difference whether SNAY or ZAME is used as a stimulus in a
lexical decision experiment.
It could be that in the latter
case the visual code does not contribute sufficient evidence
for activation to take place.
This would then be due to the
fact that only the first phoneme of
the Dutch
word ZEEM has kept its original spelling in ZAME.
Due to
this insufficient visual evidence the 'no' response would not
be slowed down in a lexical decision experiment.
If this
were to happen the wrong conclusion would be reached about
access coding.
From the results it would appear as if the
matching sound based code had not played any part in lexical
access.
However, in reality it had been the lack of evidence
from the visual code that had prevented the activation of the
internal representation of ZEEM through ZAME.
With SNAY,
however, this error in interpretation would not have occurred
because its visual evidence probably would have been sufficient
to co-operate with the matching sound based code in activating
the internal representation of the Dutch word SNEE.
All this
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shows that it may be of importance how much is changed in the
spelling of a word when it is changed into a pseudohomophone.
Coltheart et al. (1977) do not discuss the above problem
although their acccount of the co-operation of the two codes
during matching shows that they probably had the latter
interpretation of the co-operation model in mind, which is the
only one that attributes importance to the number of spelling
changes in pseudohomophones and which will be called the BOTHAND co-operation model.
They explain that (p.550) "
the level of excitation of a lexical entry can be raised by
appropriate visual input and also by appropriate phonological
input, and as this level rises during the process of reading
a word, the lexical entry is summing phonological and visual
evidence."
The above quotation shows that the present co-operation
account of matching is not precise enough to deduce from it
how much can be changed in the spelling of a Dutch word before
its visual code ceases to produce sufficient evidence during
matching.
Yet it is clear that a BOTH-AND co-operation model
is sensitive to the effect of spelling changes in pseudohomoohones.
Because the next experiment should allow for a choice
between a recoding account of access coding on the one hand and
a co-operation account on the other, only minimal changes wil]
be made in the spelling of Dutch words.
Changing the spelling
of one phoneme is considered to be such a minimum.
The above was a discussion of the possible effect on the
activation of lexical entries during matching of the number of
spelling changes in pseudohomophones.
However, the type of
change could also be of importance.
Changing the spelling of
a vowel, as in SNAY derived from SNEE, might result in a visual
code that is less "appropriate" than changes in the spelling of
a consonant as in BLICK derived from BLIK.
Therefore, also
this possibility will be taken into account by changing the
spelling of a vowel in one half of the Dutch words and that of
a consonant in the other half.
The effects of these two types
of changes will then be analysed in the results.
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3.8

Experiment II

A study of the effect of minor visual mismatches on
lexical access by pseudohomophones.

As discussed in 3.7. both the co-operation and the
receding models predict that changes in the visual code of
words will result in slower 'no' responses to these stimuli
than to their nonword controls in a lexical decision experiment.
This prediction will be tested in nonwords made from
Dutch words in which the spelling had been changed according
to English symbol-to-sound correspondences.
For reasons
given in 3.7. these changes will be limited to one phoneme
of each word.
Moreover, one half of the changes will be
made in vowel phonemes and the other half in consonants.
METHOD
Materials.
Forty pseudohomophones were constructed by
changing the spelling of Dutch words according to English
symbol-to-sound correspondences.
As a result most of them
contained spellings that gave them a foreign appearance from
a Dutch point of view.
The pseudohomophones and their Dutch
equivalents are listed at the end of this chapter.
Moreover,
in Appendix 2 the differences are discussed between Dutch and
English in the graphemic realization of common sounds, on
which the construction of the pseudohomophones was based.
The stimuli were pre-tested for their homophony by requiring
that the subjects of the pre-test should name their Dutch
sound equivalents.
The subjects of this pre-test were of
the same population as those taking part in the experiment.
However, no subject took part in both.
A new selection of forty nonwords was made from
Rubenstein et al. (1971).
They are also listed at the end of
this chapter.
Likewise a new selection of eighty high
frequency words (f>200) was made from Kucera & Francis (1967).
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SUBJECTS
Fourteen new subjects were selected.
They were from
the same population of bilinguals as the subjects that had
taken part in the first experiment.
PROCEDURE, DATA TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS
They were the same as for Experiment I.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean reaction times, standard errors of the means and
error percentages are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors
of the means and percentage error rates for the
3 conditions of Experiment II.

CONDITION

EXAMPLE

English words
Nonwords
Dutch pseudohomophones

TIME
PRUSK
SNAY

RT

SE

%E

512
588
637

10
14
14

5
12
19

Table 2 shows that the 'no' response to the SNAY stimuli
were slower than those to the nonword controls.
A comparison
of the two means showed this difference to be significant,
F/S(l,13) = 21.44, ρ <.001, F/L(l,78) = 25.20, ρ <.001 and
min F ' d ^ O ) = 11.58, ρ <.005.
The two means of the SNAY and the BLICK types of stimuli
were also compared.
In the SNAY stimuli a vowel phoneme of a
Dutch word had been changed in its spelling.
In the BLICK
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Stimuli the spelling change had concerned a consonant.
The
mean reaction time for the SNAY stimuli was 26 milliseconds
slower than that for the BLICK type.
However, the difference
was not significant, F/S(l,13) = 4.49, ρ >.05, F/L(l,38) =
1.74, ρ >.10 and min F'(1,51) = 1.25, ρ >.25.
This result
shows that there was no evidence for any effect of either type
of spelling change on response time.
Therefore, the effect
of a slower 'no' response in case of pseudohomophones of which
one phoneme has been changed in spelling will be taken to have
occurred in both types of spelling changes.

3.9.

General discussion.

In 3.3. it was explained why it was thought to be
Dossible to test conflicting predictions based on the recoding
and co-operation models of lexical access if these predictions
were made about the coding of BEELD and SNAY types of stimuli
in a pseudo-monolingual lexical decision experiment.
More
over, in 3.4. and 3.5. it was discussed what results were to
be expected if subjects would not react to the (pseudo) words
as anticipated on the basis of the two models.
One possibil
ity that was considered was that subjects would become aware
of the fact that Dutch words were used as stimuli.
The other
oossibility discussed was that subjects would only use a
visual code for lexical access.
It was argued that both
Dossibilities would yield reaction times that would be clearly
different from those predicted by the two models of access
coding.
Before it will be discussed whether these 'irregular'
strategies can be rejected as an explanation of the results
of the two experiments, another one will be discussed.
This
time it is considered whether dominance of the native Dutch
language could have affected the procedure of lexical arceps.
Dominance of the Dutch language could have appeared at
the coding stage where it could have manifested itself in more
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highly developed coding skills with Dutch than with English
symbol-to-sound correspondences.
The more developed Dutch
skill could have provided a Dutch code for stimuli that were
to be coded according to English rules.
However, in that
case the results would not have been the same for the stimuli
coded according to the dominant Dutch rules and those coded
according to the weaker English rules.
For example, if
BEELD had been coded according to Dutch rules its sound based
code would have resembled [be:It] instead of [bi:ld], which
resembles its code according to English rules.
Consequently,
its Dutch code would have matched the internal sound based
representation of BEELD as a Dutch word.
In that case the
'no' response required for BEELD in Experiment I could only
have been made after lexical access, i.e. on the basis of the
post-recognition strategy discussed in 3.4.
Likewise, in the pseudohomophones of Experiment II a
dominant Dutch coding skill would have had quite a marked
effect on the matching procedure for the words that had been
provided with a Dutch code instead of the English code
assumed for the experiment.
For example, if SNAY had been
coded according to Dutch rules its sound based code would
have resembled [snaj] instead of [sne:], its code according
to English rules.
In that case [snaj] would not have matched
the internal sound based representation [sne:] of the Dutch
word SNEE.
In fact it would not have matched the internal
sound based representation of any Dutch or English word.
Consequently, no sound based effect according to English rules
would have occurred in SNAY.
This would have resulted in the
same response times for the SNAY stimuli as for their nonword
controls.
Dominance of the Dutch coding skill would not only have
affected stimuli of Dutch origin.
It would also have
provided English words with the wrong code.
For example, the
word LINE would have got a code resembling [li:n3].
This
would have resulted in a sound based mismatch with the internal
representation of LINE.
Consequently, there would have been
a delay in the matching procedure for this word.
This would
have resulted in longer reaction times for the English words
coded according to dominant Dutch rules than for the nonword
controls.
These controls would have been unaffected by
having been coded either according to Dutch or to English
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rules.
In neither case would there have been a match with
the internal representation of a word.
Now possible effects on reaction time have been discussed
of various response strategies that could have been used by
the subjects besides the access coding procedures described in
the receding and co-operation models, the results of the two
experiments can be compared with the several patterns of
results.
For easy reference these patterns will be listed
in Table 3.

Table 3.

The results of the Experiments I and II as
predicted by different types of coding and
response behaviour.

CODING OR RESPONSE
BEHAVIOUR

EXPERIMENT I

EXPERIMENT II

1.

receding (3.3)

RT BEELD=RT PRUSK

RT SNAY>RT PRUSK

2.

co-operation (3.3)

RT BEELD>RT PRUSK

RT SNAY>RT PRUSK

3.

post-recognition
response strategy
(3.4)

RT BEELD<RT PRUSK

RT SNAY<RT PRUSK

RT LINE<RT PRUSK

4.

visual coding (3.5)

RT BEELD<RT PRUSK
RT LINE<RT PRUSK

RT SNAY=RT PRUSK

5.

dominant Dutch
coding (3.9)

RT BEELD<RT PRUSK
RT LINE>RT PRUSK

RT SNAY=RT PRUSK

The results of the two experiments as they were actually
found show significantly slower 'no' responses to both the
BEELD and the SNAY stimuli than to their nonword controls of
the PRUSK type.
Clearly this pattern of results is only
identical with row 2 of Table 3, which gives the predictions
of the co-operation model.
This means not only that this
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model can be accepted as an explanation of the results of the
two experiments but at the same time it means that the stale
mate has been ended that was discussed in 3.2.
In that
paragraph it was explained that no choice could be made
between the co-operation and the recoding model because it is
impossible to test their conflicting predictions about the
effect of sound based mismatches during lexical access if
monolingual subjects are used in an English experiment.
Of
course, the restriction has to be made that the results were
found with bilingual subjects.
Consequently, they cannot
automatically be taken to represent access coding in English
monolinguals as well.
The explanation of the results offered by the co-operation
model is that both in case of the BEELD stimuli of Experiment
I and of the SNAY stimuli of Experiment II the internal
representations of Dutch words were activated.
Due to this
activation the 'no' responses to these stimuli were slower
than those to the nonword controls.
This explanation of the
reaction time data is supported by the error data.
In both
experiments the percentage of erroneous 'yes' responses was
higher in the BEELD or SNAY stimuli than in the nonwords.
In Experiment I the difference was 9%, significant at α= .003
according to the sign test, and in Experiment II it was 7%
(significant at α = .011).
These results can best be
explained as being caused by the activation of the internal
representations of the corresponding Dutch words.
A final conclusion that can be derived from the results
of the two experiments concerns the existence of a common
lexical store in Dutch-English bilinguals who learned English
as a foreign language at school.
The assumption of the
existence of such a store made it possible to predict delayed
'no' responses for Dutch words in English lexical decision
experiments.
The fact that the delays occurred as predicted
supports this assumption.
The evidence for a common lexical store is quite strong
if it is considered that the subjects of the two experiments
were not told about the Dutch (pseudo) words being included
among the stimuli.
Moreover, their task of responding with
'yes' only to English words could be performed more easily
if somehow the Dutch words could be made inaccessible in the
Mental Lexicon.
Finally, in Experiment II the same results
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were obtained for interlingual pseudohomophones like SNAY as
they were found for intralingual pseudohomophones like BURD
in Coltheart et al. (1977) and in Rubenstein et al.(1971).
All this supports the conclusion that in the Dutch-English
bilinguals of the two experiments their bilingual lexical
store functioned as if it were a monolingual store.

FOOTNOTES

1.
Of course, the moment of heterophony between the sound
based code of BEELD and its internal sound based represent
ation as a Dutch word will only be noticed in an English
lexical decision experiment if the internal representation
of BEELD is accessible at that moment.
This can only be
the case if there is no functional separation in the Mental
Lexicon between the internal representations of Dutch and
English words.
In 1.3. it was explained why this separation
is assumed to be absent in many Dutch-English bilinguals.
Therefore, the effect of a mismatch in BEELD can be studied
in an English lexical decision experiment in which these
bilinguals are taking part as subjects.
2.
Both Experiment I and II are also reported in an article
that has been accepted for publication in the ^оиллаЛ. ofc.
елЬаА Lexvinjjxg. and елЬаі
BehavLoi.
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Dutch words used f o r Experiment I .
The p h o n e t i c t r a n s c r i p t s r e p r e s e n t t h e i r Dutch p r o n u n c i 
ations.
blad [ b l a t ]

haken [ h a r k a n ]

lood

[lo:t]

mank [marjk]

breken[ b r e : кэп ] hoog

[ΐ~ιο:χ]

jas

negen [ п е : у э п ]

boog

[bo:x]

g a s t [γαεΐ ]

hekel [ Ь е : к э і ]

droom [ d r o r m ]

berm [berm]

darm [darm]

snede [sne-.de]

druif

wolk

kaft [ k a f t ]

beeld [ b e : I t ]

p u i s t [ pAÜst ]

hars [ h a r s ]

geel

[уе:і]

s t r u i k [ s t г л и к ] eend [ e ; n t ]

kade [ k a : d a ]

deeg

[de:x]

knal

[ jas ]

[drAÜf]

[knal]

dolk

[dolk]

vlerk[vlcrk]
erf

[erf]

[wolk]

steek[ s t e r k ]
h u l p [ hañl ρ ]

mager[ma : у э г ] s t r e e p t st r e : ρ ]

knoop [ k n o : p ]

bult

[bslt]

ader [ a r d e r ]

knus

dut

[doet]

stad

[stat]

[ knaes ]

Nonwords used f o r Experiment I .
gaks

g lave

shoolm

prolm

flact

crefe

cloonk

slerm

plam

piene

floon

herve

lasp

threpe

woosk

glerp

tharn

jeese

tuirp

rolm

scasp

speeng

thruip

deenk

drask

gleep

dui lm

streen

flarve

cleesk

knad

prusk

zale

drele

knoong

frunk

bape

blane

knug

crusp
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Pseudohomophones of Experiment I
The Dutch word equivalents are g

in parentheses.
erom (krom)

quetsen (kwetsen)

spailer (speler) deanst (dienst)

zess (zes)

scentrum (centrum)

healp (hielp)

baist (beest)

phokken (fokken)

cissen (sissen)

eder (ieder)

roak (rook)

whesp (wesp)

rhiet (riet)

treast (triest)

kait (keet)

leff (lef)

clep (klep)

aven (even)

neets (niets)

nix (niks)

comen (komen)

deef (dief)

laning (lening)

yokken (jokken)

slock (slok)

moost (moest)

dool (doel)

bliek (blik)

whinst (winst)

ruping (roeping) vay (vee)

steil (stel)

viss (vis)

azel (ezel)

pheller (feller)

stoff (stof)

snay (snee)

preaster (pries

boam (boom)

Nonwords of Experiment II.

rolm

speeng

herv

thruip

knug

drele

gleep

shoolm

glerp

crefe

glave

blane

gaks

cloonk

plam

tharn

threpe

zale

slerm

cleesk

jeese

bape

scasp

crusp

prusk

lasp

duilm

piene

knoong

knad

woosk

tuirp

flact

frunk

f larv

f loon

deenk

prolm

drask

streen

CHAPTER IV

A CHOICE BETWEEN TWO CO-OPERATION MODELS:
the EITHER-OR model.

4.1.

The BOTH-AND and

Introduction.

In 3.9. I concluded that only a co-operation model of
access coding could account for the results of the two
experiments reported in Chapter III.
I argued in 3.7. that
from a logical point of view there is a choice of two cooperation models: an EITHER-OR and a BOTH-AND model.
At that
time no attempt was made to choose between the two.
This will
be done now.
According to the EITHER-OR model a matching sound based
code or a matching visual code by itself can activate the
internal representation of a word.
The evidence provided by
the other code is not needed for this.
However, according to
the BOTH-AND model both codes have to contribute the appropriate evidence before activation occurs.
Therefore, a choice
can be made between the two models by testing whether or not
an interference effect disappears in pseudohomophones if more
drastic changes are made in the spelling of Dutch words than
it was the case in the SNAY/BLICK stimuli of Experiment II.
In 3.7. ZAME, derived from the Dutch ZEEM, was given as an
example of a more drastic spelling change.
If the EITHER-OR model is correct the effect in the ZAME
type of pseudohomophones will be the same as the effect in the
SNAY stimuli of Experiment II.
Also in ZAME the matching
sound based code by itself will activate the internal
representation of the Dutch word ZEEM.
This activation will
delay the 'no' response that is eventually given because of
the mismatching visual code.
Therefore, the 'no' response
to ZAME will again be slower than the response to its nonword
control, as it was also the case with SNAY in Experiment II.
However, in terms of the BOTH-AND model the possibility
of the visual code of ZAME contributing appropriate evidence
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is less than was apparently the case for SNAY, judging by the
interference effect that occurred in this type of stimulus.
In fact the contribution of the visual code of ZAME towards
activating the internal representation of ZEEM could be so
small as to be insufficient.
In that case there will be no
delay in the 'no' response and consequently there will be no
difference between the 'no' responses to ZAME and its nonword
control.
This prediction clearly conflicts with the one
developed above on the basis of the EITHER-OR model.
They
will be tested in Experiment III.
Before this experiment is introduced it is important to
mention again that in Experiment II no difference was found
between the effect of spelling changes in vowels and those in
consonants.
This means that the results for pseudohomophones
will not be affected by the type of change made in the spelling
of words from which the pseudohomophones are constructed.
This conclusion is of importance if drastic spelling changes
have to be made in words as it is the case in ZAME.
Mostly
such changes involve both vowels and consonants, as is the
case in ZAME itself.
In the Dutch word ZEEM both the
spelling of the vowel /e/ and of the consonant /m/ have been
changed from ЕЕ and M into A and ME.
Therefore, in
Experiment III only attention will be paid to the number of
spelling changes in words when they are made into pseudohomo
phones.

4.2.

Experiment III.

The effect of major visual mismatches on lexical access
by pseudohomophones.
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METHOD
The same procedure was followed as for Experiment II.
Also data treatment and analysis were the same.
Materials. In thirty eight short Dutch words the
spelling of two or three phonemes was changed according to
English grapheme- phoneme correspondence rules.
They were
pre-tested for their homophony.
They are listed at the end
of this chapter.
As before thirty eight nonwords were
selected from Coltheart et al. (1977) and from Rubenstein et
al. (1971).
Likewise seventy six high frequency English
words (f>200) were selected from Kucera & Francis (1967).
SUBJECTS
Fourteen first year students of the University of Utrecht
served as subjects.
They were the same type of bilinguals as
those who had taken part in the previous experiments.
They
were also paid volunteers and none of them had taken part
before.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors of
the means and error percentages are presented in Table 4.

Table 4.

Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors
of the means and percentage error rates for the
3 conditions of Experiment III.

CONDITION

English words
Nonwords
Dutch pseudohomophones

EXAMPLE

FIRE
DARCE
ZAME

RT

SE

%E

530
588
592

13
12
13

7
11
8
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The hypothesis of an insufficient contribution of the
visual code in the ZAME type of stimuli would be supported if
there was no interference effect.
This means that there
should be no difference between the mean reaction times for
the ZAME pseudohomophones and for the nonword controls.
A
comparison of the two means showed this to be the case, F/S
F/L and min F'-íl.
Moreover, this time the percentage of
response errors to the pseudohomophones was actually lower
than that to the nonwords.
This clearly contrasts with the
results of the interfering pseudohomophones in Experiment II
in which the number of erroneous 'yes' responses was higher
than to the nonwords.
Together these results support the
assumption that some minimal visual resemblance between a
pseudohomophone and its word equivalent is needed for interference to occur.
The results of this experiment fully support a cooperation model of lexical access in which it is assumed that
both the visual and sound based codes have to contribute
sufficient evidence before the internal representation of a
word is activated during matching.
At the same time the
results provide evidence against a co-operation model in which
it is assumed that either a matching sound based code or a
matching visual code is sufficient to activate the internal
representation of a word during matching.
The latter also applies to the recoding model developed
by Rubenstein et al. (1971).
As mentioned before in 3.1.
this model also claims that an interference effect in pseudohomophones is only caused by a match between the sound based
code of a stimulus and the internal representation of the
corresponding word.
Therefore, the number of spelling
changes, according to that model, cannot be of any influence
on that interference effect.
Since the results of this
experiment together with those of Experiment II show that it
does have an influence, this is evidence against the recoding
model.
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4.3.

Experiment IV.

A study of the effect of mixing two types of pseudohomophones in a lexical decision experiment.

A comparison of the results of Experiments II and III of
this study and the results of a comparable monolinñual
experiment (Rubenstein et al. 1971)) shows a remarkable
difference.
This difference will be discussed below.
In the monolingual experiment the number of spelling
changes in the pseudohomophones was not controlled for.
Inspection of these stimuli, which are listed in the Appendix
of Rubenstein et al. (1971), shows that in twenty-three stimuli
the spelling of one phoneme was changed against sixteen stimuli
with two changes.
An example of the first type is RUMB
derived from RUM.
An example of the second type is BRUME
derived from BROOM.
As the authors also listed the individual decision times
of the stimuli it is possible to compare the effects of the
two types of stimuli.
On the basis of the results of
Experiments II and III of this study one would expect to find
that the BRUME type of pseudohomophones were rejected before
the RUMB type.
However, a comparison of the latencies for
the BRUME type of pseudohomophones and two samples of
Oseudohomophones of the RUMB type showed that this had not
been the case, F(2,36)<1.
Moreover, both the analysis done
by the authors themselves in terms of F/S (Rubenstein et al.
(1971, p.648) and the re-analysis discussed in Clark (1973)
in terms of F/L and min F' (Clark, Table 2, Study 4) showed
that the thirty-nine pseudohomophones taken together had been
rejected as words more slowly than their nonword controls.
Together the above analyses lead to the conclusion that an
interference effect had occurred in both the RUMB and the
BRUME types of pseudohomophones in Rubenstein et al. (1971).
The difference between the results with the ZAME type
of pseudohomophones in this study and those with the BRUME
type discussed above is quite evident.
In spite of the fact
that both types of pseudohomophones are comparable in the
number of spelling changes only the BRUME type showed an
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interference effect.
This difference in effect between the
two types of stimuli could be the result of a difference in
the designs that were used in this research and in Rubenstein
et al. (1971).
In Experiment III of this study only pseudohomophones were used which contained two or more spelling
changes.
In Rubenstein et al. (1971), however, both pseudohomophones with one change and with more changes were mixed
in the same list of stimuli.
It is, therefore, possible
that in the latter study a change of strategy occurred
during the experiment.
The subjects of the experiment of
Rubenstein et al. (1971) may also have responded originally
to stimuli as explained by the BOTH-AND co-operation account
of the matching procedure.
However, after the first
encounter, or the first few encounters, with pseudohomophones
of the RUMB type the interference effects in these stimuli
may have resulted in an awareness on the part of the subjects
that these stimuli had sounded as if they were words.
This
awareness in its turn may have resulted in a change of word
recognition strategy from BOTH-AND co-operation to a receding
type of strategy (cf. 3.1. about this strategy) for better
detection of the pseudohomophones.
As a result of this
change of strategy the major spelling changes in the ZAME
type of pseudohomophones no longer prevented the activation
of the internal representations of their word equivalents.
However, the post-access spelling check still ensured that
only words were responded to with 'yes', their matching
spelling saw to that.
Moreover, only for the pseudohomophones had lexical access to be continued after the first
activation of the internal representation of a word.
Therefore, their 'no' responses came later than the responses
to their nonword controls.
It follows from the above explanation of Rubenstein et
al. (1971) that mixing pseudohomophones of the ZAME type
(cf. Experiment III) with those of the SNAY and BLICK type
(cf. Experiment II), in which the spelling of only one phoneme
has been changed, may result in an interference effect for
both types if they are used together in an experiment.
In
order to test this hypothesis the following experiment was
done.
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METHOD
Stimuli.
Thirty pseudohomophones were used in this
experiment in which the spelling of one phoneme was changed.
All of them had been used before in Experiment II.
From the
stimuli of Experiment III thirty pseudohomophones were
selected with two or more spelling changes.
Moreover, thirty
nonwords were added which were selected from Rubenstein et al.
(1971).
As before they were 'legal' English nonwords.
Finally, a new random selection of ninety English words of
high frequency (f >200) was made from Kuiera & Francis (1967).
SUBJECTS
Thirteen students of the University of Nijmegen volunteered
as subjects for the experiment.
They were paid for their
services.
Again they were of the type of bilinguals described
in 1.3.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
This time the facilities of the University of Nijmegen
could be used for the experiment.
These facilities include
computer controlled experimentation.
Both instructions and
stimuli were presented on a cathode ray tube.
Subjects
indicated their responses by pressing a 'yes' or 'no' key in
front of them.
Again speed of responding and correctness of
the responses were stressed equally.
Likewise, as before,
subjects were not told about the pseudohomophones.
All
subjects received thirty practice trials.
During the
experiment, subjects were informed of their mean reaction times
and the number of response errors in each block of thirty
trials.
DATA TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS
They were the same as for the previous experiments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean reaction times, standard errors of the means and
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percentage error rates are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors
of the means and percentage error rates for the
4 conditions.

CONDITION

English words
Nonwords
Dutch pseudohomophones
changes > 2
Dutch pseudohomophones
change = 1

EXAMPLE

RT

SE

%E

LINE
PRUSK
ZAME

557
585
608

13
18
20

4
2
7

SNAY/BLICK

608

19

7

The hypothesis of a change from a strategy of BOTH-AND
co-operation during matching to a receding strategy would be
supported if in this bilingual experiment the ZAME type of
Dseudohomophones would show the same results as the BRUME type
had in Rubenstein et al. (1971).
In that experiment there
was no difference in mean reaction times between the RUMB and
BRUME types of pseudohomophones.
By analogy, in this
experiment there should be no difference between the ZAME and
SNAY/BLICK types. Table 5 shows that this was the case.
Support for the hypothesis of a change in strategy on
the part of the subjects further required that the second
result of Rubenstein et al. (1971) would also occur in this
experiment.
This was an interference effect for both types
of pseudohomophones taken together.
Individual comparison
of the combined means of the SNAY and the ZAME types of
oseudohomophones on the one hand and the nonword controls on
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the other showed that the pseudohomophones had been rejected
as words later than the nonword controls, F/S(l,24) = 56.00,
Ρ <.001, F/L(l,87) = 4.58, ρ <.05, min ¥'{1,99)
= 4.23,
о <.05.
This shows that also in this experiment an inter
ference effect had occurred in both types of pseudohomophones.
Finally, as in Rubenstein et al. (1971), the percentage
of error responses to the pseudohomophones in this experiment
was higher than that of the nonword controls.
For the ZAME
type of pseudohomophones the 5% difference was significant
at α = .002 according to the sign test.
For the SNAY type
it was significant at α = .033.
Together the results of this experiment now show a
complete replication of those of Rubenstein et al. (1971).
^rom this it follows that acceptance of the hypothesis of a
change in strategy from B0TH-AND co-operation to a receding
type of matching during lexical access can also be extended
to that monolingual experiment.
Consequently, it seems
reasonable to assume that Rubenstein et al. would not
have found full support for their theory of phonemic recoding
if they had controlled for the number of orthographic changes
in the pseudohomophones and if they had investigated the
effect of the number of spelling changes on interference in
separate experiments.
The above may also apply to the results of Coltheart
et al. (1977).
In that experiment the change from a B0TH^ND co-operation type of matching to a recoding type may even
have occurred within pseudohomophones.
This would be due to
the fact that the stimuli were homophonous with two English
words.
For example, in that experiment THR0AN was used as
a pseudohomophone which is homophonous both with THROWN and
THRONE.
If interference first occurred between THROAN and
THROWN, because the spelling mismatch was limited to the
ohoneme /o/, this could have resulted in interference of
THRONE, which differs from THROAN in the spelling of both the
/o/ and /n/ phonemes.
If this interpretation is correct it
seems reasonable to assume that also these authors would not
have found an interference effect if they had only used
Dseudohomophones differing from their two word equivalents in
the spelling of two or more phonemes.
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4.4.

General discussion.

The results of Experiments III and IV show that one need
not assume that readers always apply the same strategy to
word recognition.
If this had been the case the results of
Experiment IV would only have shown an interference effect for
the SNAY/BLICK type of pseudohomophones.
On the other hand,
the ZAME type of pseudohomophones would have been responded
to with 'no' as fast as the nonword controls, as it had been
the case in Experiment III.
The fact that this result was
not found can only be explained if it is assumed that the
subjects of Experiment IV used a strategy of word recognition
different from the strategy used by the subjects of
Experiment III.
If it is assumed that readers are capable of a flexible
word recognition strategy it is relevant to ask why the
subjects of Experiment III did not switch to a receding type
of strategy while those of Experiment IV did.
The reason
seems to be a difference in reading situation between the two
experiments.
Experiment III only used pseudohomophone stimuli in
which the spelling had been changed more drastically than had
been the case with the pseudohomophones of Experiment II.
This drastic change was hypothesized as ensuring that in
Experiment III the visual evidence to be contributed during
matching would be 'inappropriate' for the activation of the
internal representations of the words from which the
pseudohomophones had been constructed.
The fact that this
hypothesis could be accepted confirms the assumption of the
inappropriateness of the visual codes of the pseudohomophones.
Therefore, in terms of a reading situation, Experiment III
be characterized as an experiment in which in the pseudohomophones the boundary between appropriate and inappropriate
contributions to the visual code during matching was never
crossed.
On the contrary, in all the pseudohomophones the
contribution stayed on the 'inappropriate' side of the
boundary.
However, the situation was different in Experiment IV.
There pseudohomophones like ZAME, with 'inappropriate' visual
codes, were used as stimuli along with pseudohomophones like
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SNAY/BLICK which have apparently appropriate visual codes,
judging by the results of Experiment II.
This means that it
can be assumed that in Experiment IV the boundary was frequently crossed between appropriate and inappropriate contributions
of the visual codes of pseudohomophones during matching.
This reading situation apparently produced the adoption by
subjects of a recoding type of strategy during matching.
However, this was not assumed to be their original strategy.
Instead, it was assumed that they had started out with a BOTHAND co-operation strategy of word recognition, which was
abandoned for a recoding type of strategy after the first case,
or the first few cases, of interference.
This leaves at least two questions unanswered.
For
example, is the order of word recognition strategies as it
was discussed above, also the order applied to actual reading?
In other words, is there reason to believe that the order
of word recognition strategies is fixed regardless of whether
the task at hand is lexical decision or reading for meaning?
Obviously, one needs to know the answer if a theory of word
recognition is to be incorporated into a theory of reading
for meaning.
Another question is, exactly what information in pseudohomophones determines whether the contribution of their visual
codes will be appropriate during matching?
Of course, an
answer to this question should be found in the BOTH-AND cooperation account of that process.
However, at present this
account is not precise enough to provide the answer.
Nor is
it possible to answer the question about the boundary between
appropriate and inappropriate visual evidence in pseudohomophones on the basis of logic.
Therefore this boundary will
have to be defined empirically.
The pseudohomophones used
in this research have provided some of this empirical data.

6]

Pseudohomophones of Experiment III.
The Dutch word equivalents are given in parentheses.

doace (doos)

broce (broos)

tay (thee)

spraicre (spreker)

loat (lood)

poce (poos)

zame (zeem)

knamen (nemen)

cait (keet)

bailt (beeld)

vluke (vloek)

pooce (poes)

sloamb (sloom)

bluce (bloes)

quaken (kweken)

whaten (weten)

wroce (roos)

zwule (zwoel)

hoaft (hoofd)

strufe (stroef)

knoomer (noemer)

crooce (kroes)

sloabt (sloot)

dading

caitle (ketel)

clofe (kloof)

claiple (klepel)

knafe (neef)

zacre (zeker)

craift (kreeft)

loats (loods)

hace (hees)

wrure (roer)

haicle (hekel)

blute (bloed)

adle (edel)

caver (kever)

aince (eens)
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(kleding)

CHAPTER V

TWO LANGUAGES, TWO CODING COMPONENTS OF A WORD RECOGNITION
SYSTEM.

5.1.

Introduction.

In 1.5. it was argued that two functionally separate
coding components are needed in a Dutch-English word
recognition system, if access coding is sound based.
Next,
in Chapters III and IV, experiments were reported in which
the functioning of the English coding component is studied.
In these studies it is assumed that the Dutch system is
inoperative so that even Dutch words will get English codes
when they are directed to the English coding component.
Of
course, the latter implies that it is also assumed that the
coding components do not contain lexical knowledge, i.e. that
Dutch and English words cannot be distinguished from each
other at this stage of processing.
On the contrary, if somehow the processing system is in the Dutch or English mode, all
incoming information will be directed to the coding component
that has been designed for the language in question.
The fact
that the predicted effects occurred both in the BEELD stimuli
of Experiment I and in the pseudohomophones of Experiment II
lends support to these assumptions.
For the prediction for
Dutch words like BEELD was based on the expected mismatch in
sound due to their English sound based code.
Likewise the
predicted sound based match in pseudohomophones of the SNAY
type was based on the expectation that they would be coded
according to English symbol-to-sound correspondences.
In this chapter the idea will be tested more directly of
the inoperativeness of one coding component while the other
one derives language-specific access codes from the icon.
As mentioned above, in the previous experiments these codes
were assumed to be provided by the English coding component
while the Dutch coding component remained inoperative.
Therefore it will now be tested whether the obverse will also
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happen.
Due to the differences between Dutch and English in the
phonemic realisation of many common graphemes it is possible
to construct pseudohomophones that are only homophonous with
words according to the grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules
of either language.
For example, the pseudohomophone SNAY
which was introduced in Experiment I, is only homophonous
with the Dutch word SNEE [sne:] according to English rules.
When realised according to Dutch rules it becomes [snaj].
An example of a pseudohomophone which is only homophonous with
a Dutch word according to Dutch rules is QUAST [kwast]
(=brush).
The bilingual co-operation model assumes that in a Dutch
lexical decision experiment the Dutch coding component will
be the only one in use.
Consequently, in a stimulus like
SNAY, neither the visual nor the sound based code will match
the internal representation of the Dutch word SNEE nor of any
Dutch or English word.
As a result there will be no delay
in the 'no' response to SNAY, just as there will be no delay
in the 'no' response to a neutral nonword, i.e. a nonword
that is not homophonous with a word according to the graphemephoneme correspondence rules of either language.
For a
stimulus of the QUAST type, however, the same Dutch component
will provide, next to the visual code, a sound based code
which does match the internal representation of a Dutch word
(the word KWAST).
This sound based match will result in a
delayed 'no' response.
The 'no' response itself is the
result of the mismatch between the visual code and the
internal representation of the spelling of the word KWAST.

5.2.

Experiment V.

A test of the hypothesis of two independent coding
components.
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METHOD

Materials.
From a Dutch frequency count (Uit den
Boogaart, 1975) ninety common words (fMOO) were selected.
Pseudohomophones were constructed from thirty more Dutch words
by changing their orthography according to Dutch graphemephoneme correspondence rules.
They are the QUAST type of
pseudohomophones discussed earlier.
From Experiment II eighteen pseudohomophones were
selected that were only homophonous with Dutch words according
to English grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules.
To these
eighteen stimuli twelve new ones similarly constructed were
added to achieve a total of thirty pseudohomophones.
Finally, thirty orthographically legal nonwords were partly
constructed and partly selected from the nonword stimuli
used in the previous experiments.
The three types of nonword
stimuli are listed at the end of this chapter.

SUBJECTS

Twelve students of the University of Nijmegen took part
in the experiment.
Again they were the same type of
bilinguals as the subjects that had taken part in the previous
experiments.
They were volunteers and they were paid for
their services.

APPARATUS, PROCEDURE, DATA TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS

They were the same as for Experiment IV.

RESULTS

The means reaction times of subjects, standard errors of
the means and error percentages are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6.

Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors
of the means and percentage error rates for the
4 conditions.

CONDITION

Dutch words
Nonwords
Pseudohomophones
English rules
Pseudohomophones
Dutch rules

EXAMPLE

RT

SE

%E

BOEK
ROLM

501
551

14
18

4
2

SNAY

568

21

2

QUAST

600

19

6

THE DUTCH CODING COMPONENT
Discussion
In order to accept the hypothesis that only the Dutch
coding component was involved in word recognition, the mean
reaction time for the QUAST type of stimuli should be slower
than those for both the SNAY type of pseudohomophones and the
nonwords.
An individual comparison of the means of the three
types of stimuli was made according to the Scheffé method
(Winer, 1971).
According to this method, the critical value
of F/S at α = .05 was 6.88.
The mean difference of 40
milliseconds between the QUAST stimuli and the two other types
clearly exceeded that level, F/S(l,22) = 38.32.
For the
stimulus means the critical value at α = .05 was 6.15.
F/L(l,87) =8.55 exceeded that level. Moreover, the
combination of F/S and F/L into min F' also showed a
significant difference between the QUAST type and the two
other types of stimuli, min Г'Ц.ЮЭ) = 6,99, ρ <.005.
From these comparisons, it is quite clear that, in accordance
with the hypothesis, the reaction times for the QUAST stimuli
were slower than those for the two other types of stimuli.
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Moreover, the percentage of erroneous 'yes' responses to the
QUAST stimuli was also higher than in either of the other
types of nonwords.
In both cases the difference was
significant at a = .035 according to the sign test.
As in
the previous experiments this difference may be attributed
to interference.
Thus the results of this experiment have
provided new support for sound based coding, this time during
visual processing in the Dutch mode.
Therefore they can be
explained in terms of the same co-operation model that could
also explain the results of the previous experiments in which
access coding took place in the English mode.
THE ENGLISH CODING COMPONENT
Discussion
Clear evidence was also provided for the hypothesis that
in this experiment the English coding component had not been
involved in word recognition.
In that case there should be
no difference in latencies for the SNAY type of pseudohomophones and the nonword controls.
Individual comparison of
the subject means of the two types of" nonwords showed that
¡-he mpan difference of 17 millisecond" failed to reach the
critical level of 6.8Θ which was indicated previously,
F/S(l,22) = 5.12.
The critical level for the comparison of
the stimulus means was 6.14.
A comparison of these means
did not yield a significant result either, F/L(l,87) = 2.04.
(Moreover, the two Fs combined into min F' resulted in
min F'(1,105) = 1.46, ρ >.10).
Clearly this is not
significant.
Consequently, all three comparisons showed
results that were predicted in the case of an inoperative
English coding component.
Most of the SNAY type of pseudohomophones contain spellings that are English rather than
Dutch.
Consequently, the English coding component could have
coped with them better than the Dutch component and might have
been activated by such spelling patterns.
Yet there is no
evidence that the English component was used although the
Dutch one was.
Thus, in a situation in which no anticipation
of the type of stimulus was possible, no switches between
coding components were made to allow for more appropriate
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coding.
Finally, the results of the comparison between the SNAY
type of stimuli and the nonword controls clearly contrast with
those of Experiment II.
In that experiment coding was
assumed to take place according to English rules
because it was an English lexical decision experiment.
This
resulted in an interference effect in the SNAY type of
stimuli.
Therefore, in this experiment the same pseudohomophones were responded to more slowly than their nonword
controls.
CONCLUSION
The results of this experiment offer clear support for
the idea of two functionally independent coding components
existing in a Dutch-English word recognition system.
In
particular, they show that the English coding component was
made inoperative when the subjects were told they would be
taking part in a Dutch lexical decision experiment.
Therefore the results support the notion of an input switch
operating on 'top-down' information about the language a word
recognition system is to deal with.

5.3.

An alternative explanation of the language switching
effect.

In Macnamara & Kushnir (1971, experiments 1 and 2) the
results of two experiments are reported dealing with the
silent reading of French and English paragraphs (Experiment 1)
or sentences (Experiment 2 ) .
In Experiment 1 subjects had
to indicate with a pointer what words they were reading.
A
reading time was recorded for each paragraph.
In this
experiment an increase in reading time was found in the
bilingual condition in which French and English words were
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mixed in a sentence.
In Experiment 2 subjects silently read
sentences projected on a screen and judged them to be true or
false by pressing a key marked + or -.
The key stopped a
clock after it had been pressed and a response time was noted
for each sentence.
In this experiment subjects took longer
to judge the truth or falsehood of bilingual sentences than of
the monolingual ones.
The authors explain the results of
both experiments in terms of two independent input systems
which include separate matching and retrieval components.
Each time a switch is necessary between French and English
the input switch selects the appropriate input system.
However, the results of this experiment allow for quite
a different explanation of the results of Macnamara & Kushnir
(1971).
This explanation runs as follows.
The switching
times obtained in the bilingual condition reflect the time
needed to switch from one coding component to the other after
it had appeared during matching that one word, or a few words,
had been given the wrong code.
Since this operation by
itself adequately accounts for the switch times, the results
of Macnamara & Kushnir (1971) cannot be accepted as evidence
for the functional independence of two entire processing
systems.
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Stimuli of Experiment V.
Dutch pseudohomophones according to English

grapheme-phoneme

correspondence rules. Their word equivalents are given in
parentheses and their pronunciations according to Dutch
rules are listed.

roak (rook)[ roak ]

moost (moest)[mo;st ]

ruping (roeping) [ ryp i г)] '

neets (niets)[ ne:ts]

eder (ieder)[e:der]

healp (hielp)[heal ρ]

deanst (dienst) [ decinst ]

deef (dief)

kait (keet)[ kaj't ]

knek (nek)

azel (ezel)[a;zal ]

wridder (ridder) [ vridor]

laning (lening)[ Ia:niη ]

domb (dom)[domp]

vay (vee)[vaj ]

vlobt (vlot)[ vlopt]

boam (boom)[boam]

sprieght(spriet)[sori; yi ]

spailer(speler) [ spdjIэг ]

pegn (ρθη)[ρεχθη]

snay (snee) [ snaj ]

knis (nis)[knis]

aven (even) [ a: эп ]

wrem (rem)[vrem]

baist (beest)[bajst ]

bremb (brem)[bremp ]

preaster(priester)[preastar ]

smebt (smet)[smept ]

lence (lens) [lenss]

kiece (kies)[k¡: sa ]
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[de.-f]
[knek]

Stimuli of Experiment V .
Pseudohomophones according to Dutch grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. Their word equivalents are given in parentheses.
skore (score)

iedee (idee)

basch (bas)

yong (jong)

quast (kwast)

tog (toch)

strax (straks)

roete (route)

gelt (geld)

beina (bijna)

bether (beter)

bijde (beide)

feertig (veertig)

kand (kant)

thong (tong)

synds (sinds)

moedten (moeten)

lienie (linie)

crom (krom)

dinen (dienen)

hoob (hoop)

huuren (huren)

hep (heb)

beeven (beven)

gaos (chaos)

moode (mode)

vogt (vocht)

waater (water)

chraaf (graaf)

ruch (rug)

Nonwords.

rolm

knug

slerm

trife

flact

plam

knad

fronk

prusk

gaks

gleep

blesp

speeng

knoong

melp

drif s

blane

de enk

de lm

nump

pleen

bape

disp

jund

f loon

lasp

drep

prot

drele

freenk
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CHAPTER VI

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE PROCESS OF INTERFERENCE.

The concept of interference has been used to explain why
certain types of nonwords were responded to with 'no' more
slowly than other types.
In these explanations the process
of interference itself never figured.
Instead the emphasis
of the explanations was on the sources of interference.
These were matches in sound accompanied by mismatches in
spelling, in the SNAY and QUAST types of stimuli, or vice
versa, in the BEELD type.
This chapter will discuss the concept of interference in
more detail.
In that context a comparison will be made
between the size of the effect in the SNAY type and that in
the BEELD type of interfering stimuli.
The first type are
pseudohomophones.
The latter are pseudoheterophones because
their sound based codes are assumed to differ from their normal
Dutch access codes if they are used in an English lexical
decision experiment (cf. 3.3.).
On the basis of this
comparison a model will be developed describing the process
of inteference in both types of stimuli.

6.1.

About the size of an interlingual interference effect.

In the lexical decision paradigm interference is
operationally defined as the average extra time it takes to
respond to interfering stimuli compared with the response
times to their nonword controls.
For example, in Experiment I
the mean reaction times to the interfering BEELD stimuli were
compared with those to the PRUSK type.
In Experiment II a
comparison was made between the means of the SNAY and PRUSK
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Stimuli.
In both cases the extra time needed for the SNAY
and BEELD stimuli was interpreted as being due to interference.
As explained in Chapter III the interference effects
in the SNAY and BEELD types of stimuli have different sources.
Consequently it is of interest to know how the sizes of the
two effects compare.
If they are the same this could point
to a process of interference in which stimuli are checked for
visual or sound based mismatches in parallel before a 'no'
response is given.
On the other hand, if the size of one
effect is slightly but consistently larger than that of the
other this could point to one check being slightly slower than
the other in an otherwise parallel procedure.
Finally, if one
size is at least twice as large as the other this could even
ooint to two successive checks following the activation of a
lexical representation due to a partial match which is either
sound based, as in SNAY or visual, as in BEELD.
Of course, it would be most efficient if the sizes of the
two interference effects could be compared on the basis of the
results of the Experiments I and II.
However, there is reason
to believe that the nonword controls that were used in these
experiments do not allow for a reliable comparison.
In order
to make this clear a study will be discussed which investigated
which variables influence reaction time in nonwords in a
lexical decision experiment.
This study was reported in Whaley (1978).
In that study
two variables are mentioned that were already known to
influence reaction time in nonwords before the study was
carried out.
One of these variables is the effect whose size
is to be investigated here.
It is the influence on reaction
time of the homophony between nonwords and words.
A second
variable influencing reaction time to nonwords is reported to
be the presence or absence of vowels in nonword strings.
Two
studies (Stanners, Forbach and Headley, 1971;
Novik, 1974)
have found that reaction times to nonword strings without
vowels are faster than those to strings with vowels.
As the
nonword controls that were used in the Experiments I and II
all contain vowels, they are identical with the interfering
stimuli in this respect.
Consequently there is no reason
to assume that this variable has influenced the size of the
interference effect in the SNAY and BEELD types of stimuli.
However, the research conducted by Whaley himself shows that
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some other variables may have done so.
Whaley (1978) studied the influence of ten more variables
on nonword latencies.
These variables were classified under
four headings.
The variables and their headings are:
Word length
Number of phonemes
Number of letters
Number of syllables
Letter frequency
First letter
Last letter
Mean letter frequency
Digram characteristics
Conditional probability forward of letter pairs
i.e. the probability of the letter j occurring
given letter i before it.
Conditional probability backward i.e. the
probability of the letter i occurring given
the letter j after it.
Mean digram frequency
Proximity to English
Wordlikeness
A multiple regression analysis showed that these ten
variables together accounted for 46% of the variance in
reaction time among nonwords.
A further analysis revealed
that conditional probability backward, wordlikeness and
number of letters accounted for 41% out of the total of 46%
variance that was accounted for.
In view of this it seems
advisable to consider these three variables in particular when
assessing the suitability of the data of the previous experiments with the PRUSK nonwords for a comparison of the sizes of
the two types of interference.
The first variable that will be dealt with is wordlikeness.
As mentioned in the Method sections of Experiments I
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and II the nonword controls were taken from Rubenstein et al.
(1971).
Although they were legal nonwords Coltheart et al.
(1977) remarked that these nonwords might not be as wordlike
as the pseudohomophones.
According to the authors the greater
wordlikeness of the pseudohomophones in Rubenstein et al.
might entirely account for the slower 'no' responses to these
stimuli.
Coltheart et al. still found an interference effect
in pseudohomophones when they controlled for wordlikeness in
the pseudohomophones and their nonword controls.
It could
be that wordlikeness had affected the results in Rubenstein
et al. (1971) making the difference in reaction time between
the pseudohomophones and their nonword controls larger than it
would have been if the same method of constructing nonwords
had been used as in Coltheart et al. (1977).
Of course, this
also applies to the results of Experiments I and II of this
research.
In order to control for a difference in wordlikeness the
same method could be used as was used by Coltheart et al.
(1977).
There the nonwords were derived from the pseudohomophones by replacing one letter or letter cluster with a legal
alternative.
For example, the nonword IFE was derived from
the pseudohomophone ILE and STEEK from STAWK.
Likewise, the
nonword MEELD would be a suitable control for the interfering
stimulus BEELD of Experiment I and BLAY a suitable control for
SNAY of Experiment II.
This method of constructing nonword controls would not
only solve the wordlikeness problem existing in the nonwords
of Experiments I and II.
It would also provide a control for
the two other variables discussed above.
Wordlength would be
controlled for because it would remain the same in the nonword
controls as in the pseudohomophones.
Conditional probability
backward would be controlled for if the digrams involved in
the changes matched the corresponding digrams of the pseudohomophones in probability.
This would have to be done on an
intuitive basis as no data are available on the adequacy for
bilinguals of the computational methods used to calculate
probabilities for monolinguals.
The former may not know all
the words in which a particular digram occurs in English.
Consequently the figures on which the computations of the
probabilities are based may be quite different for monolinguals
compared with bilinguals.
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Using this method of constructing nonwords would
remove the extraneous variables discussed previously and
consequently would leave us with the closest approximation to
the 'true' size of an interference effect that our present
knowledge of the behaviour of nonwords permits.
The next experiment will report what results were obtained
with the pseudohomophones of Experiment II and this different
type of nonword control.

6.2.

Experiment VI

A study of the influence of a close resemblance between
interfering pseudohomophones and their nonword controls
on the size of the interference effect.

METHOD
The same apparatus was used as for Experiment II and the
same procedure was followed.
Data treatment and analysis
were also the same.
Materials. From Experiment II the eighty English words
and forty pseudohomophones were used again.
From the pseudohomophones forty nonwords were constructed by replacing one
letter or letter cluster with a legal alternative.
The
pseudohomophones and their nonword controls are listed at the
end of this chapter.
SUBJECTS
Twenty-two subjects of the University of Utrecht took
part in the experiment.
None of them had taken part before.
They were all paid volunteers and they were of the same
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Oopulation of bilinguals as the subjects of the previous
experiments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors of
the means and percentage error rates are presented in Table 7.

Table 7.

Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors
of the means and percentage error rates of
Experiment VI.

CONDITION

English words
Nonwords
Dutch pseudohomophones

EXAMPLE

TIME
BLAY
SNAY

RT

SE

%E

538
615
634

11
10
10

6
10
12

A striking difference between the results of this
experiment and those of Experiment II appears from a comparison
between the mean reaction times of the pseudohomophones and
their nonword controls.
In Experiment II it had been 49
milliseconds.
In this experiment, however, it was only 19
milliseconds.
According to the arguments put forward in the
introduction to this experiment the mean difference of 19
milliseconds is a better estimate of the size of an inter
lingual interference effect than the 49 milliseconds of
Experiment II.
A comparison of the stimulus means of the pseudohomo
phones and their nonword controls shows that the difference
of 19 milliseconds had been only marginally significant,
F/L(l,78) = 3.06, ρ <.10.
However, analysis of the subject
means shows a significant difference, F/S(l,21) = 10.02,
Ό <.005.
As is to be expected with such a discrepancy in
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significance between F/S and F/L min F' failed to reach
significance, min F'(1,96) = 2.34, ρ >.10.
The significance of F/L reveals whether sufficient
individual stimuli have shown the predicted effect.
In this
case the prediction was that responses to the pseudohomophones
would be slower than those to their nonword controls.
The
marginal significance of F/L in this analysis shows that in
this experiment this had not always been the case.
In fact
F/L shows that in a number of cases there had been an overlap
between the mean reaction times for the two kinds of stimuli.
On the other hand F/S shows that these overlaps were not
numerous enough to lead us to the conclusion that no inter
ference had taken place in this experiment.
In that case
F/S should not have been significant.
The interesting question is, of course, why these over
laps came about.
An answer to this was sought in the error
data.
Table 7 shows that the difference in error responses
to the pseudohomophones and the nonword controls is small,
two percent.
This difference is not significant, α = .315
according to the sign test.
This result clearly diverges
from that in Experiment II.
There the difference was 7%,
which was significant.
This difference in results between
the two experiments seems to indicate that in this experiment
at least some of the nonwords had been about as attractive as
word candidates as the interfering pseudohomophones.
This
could be the result of the method of constructing nonword
controls.
After all, the nonwords were derived from the
pseudohomophones.
These pseudohomophones in their turn had
been given spellings which were English rather than Dutch.
As these spellings were preserved in the nonwords, this may
have resulted in a hesitation to react with 'no' at the
response stage in spite of the fact that no match had
occurred with any representation in the Mental Lexicon at the
word recognition stage.
If this hesitation only occurs in
a few nonword stimuli this will result in longer latencies
for these stimuli than for the other nonwords and consequently
F/L will be affected.
If this happened in this experiment it
explains why F/L was only marginally significant.
The explanation of a hesitation effect in some of the
nonwords of this experiment is quite plausible if the subjects
taking part in the experiment are considered.
They can be
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described as language users who regularly consult a dictionary
when reading English.
In other words unknown English words
are still quite common for them.
Therefore, some of the nonword stimuli may have appeared to them to be unknown English
words to be looked up in a dictionary rather than nonwords.
As a result they hesitated in responding with 'no'.
It is to be expected that such a hesitation effect will
disappear if the experiment is done again with subjects who
are far more proficient in English.
Their greater knowledge
of English vocabulary will permit them to respond with 'no'
with greater confidence.
Conseqently it is to be expected
+"hat in such an experiment F/L will become significant at
ρ <. 05.
In order to test this hypothesis the following
experiment was done.

6.3.

Experiment VII

A study of the relation between language proficiency
and lexical decision for nonwords.

METHOD
The only difference with Experiment VI was that this time
fourteen subjects of the English Institute of the University
of Utrecht took part who had specialized in English as their
sole academic subject for at least three years.
They had
passed their university examinations in English proficiency.
As a result of their specialist training their lexical
knowledge of English was considered to be substantially
greater than that of the subjects taking part in the previous
experiment.
They were volunteers who were paid for their
services.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors of the
means and percentage error rates- are presented in Table 8.
Table 8.

Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors
of the means and percentage error rates of
Experiment VII.

CONDITION

EXAMPLE

English words
Nonwords
Dutch pseudohomophones

TIME
BLAY
SNAY

RT

SE

%E

493
556
573

11
12
12

4
12
12

In this experiment the 'yes' responses to the English
words had been faster than those to the same stimuli in
Experiment VI (493 vs 538). The difference of 45 milli
seconds was significant, t(34) = 3.10, ρ <.005.
This result
was considered to be consistent with the assumption that the
subjects taking part in this experiment were more proficient
in English than those of Experiment VI.
The 'no' responses in this experiment were also faster
than those of Experiment VI. Here the difference between the
respective means was even greater than for the 'yes' responses
(556 vs 615).
For the BLAY type of nonwords the mean diff
erence was 59 milliseconds.
For the SNAY type it was 61
milliseconds (573 vs 634).
In spite of this clear difference
in speed of the responses there was no reason to assume that
in this experiment nonwords had been processed differently
from those in the previous experiment.
In both cases there
had been a clear nonword effect, i.e. the 'no' responses had
been slower than the 'yes' responses.
(Coltheart et al.
(1977); Rubenstein et al. (1971)).
For this experiment the
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analysis showed the following results: F/S(l,13) = 42.92,
1
ρ <.001; F/L(l,158) = 68.56, ρ <.001; min F (1,33)
= 26.40,
<
ρ .001.
For Experiment VI the following results were
obtained, F/S(l,21) = 66.94, ρ <.001; F/L(l,158) = 102.62,
l
ρ <.001; min F (l,54) = 40.51, ρ <.001.
As the above results show that in both experiments the
nonwords had been processed in the same way it was concluded
that a further comparison of the nonword results of the two
experiments would be justified.
The aim of this experiment had been to see if a comparison
of the stimulus means of the pseudohomophones and their nonword
controls would show a clearer result than it had been the case
in Experiment VI.
Such a result would support the hypothesis
that in the previous experiment a post-access hesitation
effect had occurred in some of the nonword controls due to
the lower English proficiency of the subjects of that
experiment.
Analysis of the stimulus means showed, however,
that this had not been the case, F/L(l,78) = 2.43, ρ <.10.
On the other hand,as in the previous experiment analysis of
the subject means of the pseudohomophone and their nonword
controls again showed a significant difference, F/S(l,13)
= 9.42, ρ <.01.
As in the previous experiment due to the
discrepancy in significance between the two Fs min F' was not
significant, min F'(1,88) = 1.93, ρ >.10.
It is unlikely that the marginal significance of F/L is
to be attributed to a hesitation effect in some of the nonwords.
In that case hesitation cannot be a very good
explanation of why the results of the previous experiment were
replicated, this time with far more proficient subjects.
Therefore the reason for the marginal significance will have
to be found elsewhere.
It could be that one of the variables
mentioned in the discussion of Whaley (1978) had not been
controlled for in all of the nonword controls.
Conditional
probability backward seems to be the most likely variable to
have brought this about.
However, comparison of the
individual latencies in the two experiments did not reveal in
which stimuli this had been the case.
The likelihood of a confounding effect in some of the
nonwords makes an estimate of the size of an interference
effect in the pseudohomophones of the two experiments a
hazardous affair.
Nevertheless, the estimate made on the
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basis of the results of the previous experiment seems to be
borne out by the results of this experiment. As Table 8 shows
the difference between the mean reaction times of the pseudohomophones and their nonword controls was 17 milliseconds
against 19 milliseconds in the previous experiment.
If it
is considered that the size of the interference effect
remained almost the same although both the 'yes' and the 'no'
responses were faster in this experiment than in Experiment VI,
it seems justified to assume that the two figures provide
realistic estimates of the size of an interlingual interference
effect in pseudohomophones.
As discussed in the introductory part of this chapter
the size of an interference effect in the pseudohomophones
of Experiments VI and VII will be compared with that in the
BEELD type of stimuli.
If the two sizes have the same means
it may be assumed that parallel visual and sound based recheck procedures have been carried out before a 'no' response
is given.
However, if the sizes are different it may either
be assumed that one recheck has taken more time than the
other, in case of a relatively small difference, or even that
two successive recheck procedures have taken place, in case of
one size being about twice the other.
In order to make this comparison the next experiment was
done with the BEELD type of stimuli of Experiment I.
For
this experiment the same method of constructing nonwords was
used as was done for the two previous experiments.
A
comparison between the means of the two types of stimuli
should provide an estimate of the size of an interference
effect in the BEELD type.

6.4.

Experiment VIII

A study of the influence of a close resemblance between
interfering pseudoheterophones and their nonword controls
on the size of the interference effect.
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METHOD
Materials.
From the stimuli of Experiment I the forty
Dutch words of the BEELD type and the eighty English words
were used again.
From the forty Dutch words nonwords were
constructed by replacing one letter with a random but legal
alternative.
The Dutch words and their corresponding nonwords are listed at the end of this chapter.
SUBJECTS
Fourteen students of the University of Utrecht were
selected for the experiment.
None of them had taken part
before.
They were paid volunteers and they were of the same
type of bilinguals as those who had taken part in the previou
experiments.
PROCEDURE, DATA TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS
They were the same as for Experiment I.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors of the
means and percentage error rates are presented in Table 9.

Table 9.

Mean reaction times of subjects, standard errors
of the means and percentage error rates of
Experiment VIII.

CONDITION

EXAMPLE

English words
Nonwords
Dutch words

LINE
MEELD
BEELD

84

RT

SE

%E

518
575
625

10
14
17

7
9
20

In contrast with the results of the two previous
experiments the difference in mean reaction times between the
interfering stimuli and their nonword controls had not
decreased as a result of their closer resemblance compared
with the stimuli of Experiment I.
In fact the difference
had increased slightly, from 43 milliseconds in Experiment I
to 50 in this experiment.
This difference of 50 milliseconds
was highly significant, F/S(l,13) = 22.18, ρ <.001; F/L(l,78)
= 23.52, ρ <.001; min ¥41,43)
= 11.42, ρ <.005.
For the stimuli to be responded to with 'no', i.e. the
nonwords and the Dutch words, the error rates of this experi
ment were slightly higher than those of Experiment I (the
difference is 4% for the nonwords and 2% for the Dutch words).
However, in this experiment the highest percentage of errors
was also scored in the interfering Dutch words.
In this
respect the results of this experiment replicate those of the
previous experiments in which interference occurred. There
fore there does not seem to be any reason to attach great
importance to the slightly higher error rates of this
experiment.
The aim of this experiment has been to find if there was
a difference in size between the interlingual interference
effect in the BEELD type of stimuli and the effect in the
pseudohomophones of the two previous experiments.
The results
show that this had clearly been the case.
The size of the
effect in this experiment was more than twice as large as that
of the two previous experiments. This difference will have to
be accounted for in a model of the process of interlingual
interfering which is going to be developed below.

6.5.

Existing explanations of the process of interference.

Coltheart et al. (1977) propose three explanations that
could each account for the results of the experiments discussed
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by the authors.
The first explanation is that (p.550) "our inclination
is to think of the relationship between phonological and
visual inputs to the lexicon as one of co-operation rather
than competition.
We suppose that the level of excitation
of a lexical entry can be raised by appropriate visual input
and also by appropriate phonological input, and as this level
rises during the process of reading a word, the lexical entry
is summing phonological and visual evidence.
In order to
prevent the lexical entry for BIRD from reaching threshold
when BURD is presented, it would be necessary to set thresholds
when reading high enough that they cannot be reached if the
only strong evidence collected is phonological."
Before this
(p.548) the authors have argued that the longer latencies they
found in pseudohomophones "indicate that a (pseudo) word
like GRONE produces more excitation in the lexicon that a
(pseudo) word like BRONE."
An explanation similar to the one quoted above could
account for the longer latencies in pseudohomophones like
SNAY.
It could even account for the longer latencies in the
BEELD stimuli compared with their nonword controls if it is
assumed that a threshold is never reached if the strong
evidence that is collected is only visual or sound based.
In fact, this is the assumption underlying the explanation
of the interference effects that occurred in the SNAY and
BEELD stimuli.
Yet the explanation put forward in Coltheart
et al. (1977) is inadequate for our purposes, because it fails
to account for the difference in size between the interference
effect in SNAY and in BEELD.
Instead, this explanation
predicts the two effects to be of about the same size.
The second explanation of interference put forward in
Coltheart et al. has already been discussed in 3.1.
It is
the post-access spelling check of Rubenstein et al. (1971).
This check is postulated in their phonological recoding model
in order to explain the rôle of the spelling of a word in
visual word recognition.
However, the phonological recoding
model cannot account for the interference in BEELD at all nor
for the absence of interference in ZAME.
This was already
observed in the discussion sections of Experiments I and III.
Therefore the post-access spelling check is also inadequate
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as a full explanation of interference.
Finally, as a third explanation of interference
Coltheart et al. propose (pp.551-2) "...although phonological
access routes to the lexicon do exist, phonological access is
so slow that, when a word is presented, its lexical entry is
reached and its meaning obtained solely by using visual
evidence.
Lagging behind is the phonological input system,
which will eventually reach the correct entry; this will
be irrelevant for practical purposes because the entry has
been reached already.
In this case, phonological recoding
plays no part in getting from a word to its lexical entry,
except for words that a reader has heard of before but never
seen.
Nevertheless, the phonological effects evident in
(their) Experiment I are predicted by this theory.
When a
letter string is not a word, if the 'no' decision is made by
a deadline, the deadline time may be long enough so that
phonological input has time to reach the lexicon before the
deadline has elapsed; in this case if the phonological input
is that of a word (i.e. if the string is a pseudohomophone),
it will be possible for this to delay the 'no' response by
extending the deadline.
Here, phonological effects can only
occur with nonwords."
This third explanation also accounts for the sound based
effects that were found in the SNAY type of stimuli in this
research.
The faster visual code of SNAY initiated a 'no'
response which its slower sound based code could no more than
delay.
In other words, the match between the sound based
code of SNAY and the internal sound based representation of the
Dutch word SNEE could not change the initial, visually based,
'no' into a belated 'yes'.
However, the explanation of a
fast visual code and a slow sound based one becomes problematic if it is used to explain the interference effect in
BEELD.
According to this explanation the faster visual code
of BEELD would have matched the internal visual representation
of the corresponding Dutch word and consequently would have
initiated a 'yes' response.
However, in the case of BEELD
the slower sound based code of BEELD would not have slowed
down this 'yes' response, just as the slower sound based code
of SNAY slowed down the 'no' response to that stimulus.
Instead, it would have changed the original visually based
'yes' into a belated 'no'.
The mismatch between the sound
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based code of BEELD in an English context and its internal
sound based representation as a Dutch word would have seen to
that.
This explanation is problematic for the following
reasons.
In the first place, it means that different
explanations have to be given for the function of the slower
sound based code during lexical access depending on whether
interference occurred in SNAY or in BEELD.
However, it also
means that it has to be assumed that with a visual task a
sound based mismatch in BEELD would be sufficient to change
an initial, visually based 'yes' into a sound based 'no'.
This seems counter-intuitive.
From the above it can be concluded that none of the
explanations of interference put forward in Coltheart et al.
(1977) can adequately account for the two types of interference
that occurred in this research.
Therefore an explanation
remains to be developed.
This will be done below.

6.6.

A post-access, successive check explanation of
interference.

Since the results of the experiments that were reported
here are adequately explained by a co-operation model of
lexical access, the obvious method to be adopted here seems to
be to develop an explanation of interference which assumes the
effect to take place after lexical access has occurred as
described by the co-operation model.
On the basis of this
assumption the following explanation could account for both
the interference effect in SNAY and in BEELD.
Whenever a partial, i.e. only a visual or sound based,
match occurs during lexical access a response is delayed.
During this delay a post-access checking procedure is carried
out in order to determine what was wrong with the stimulus so
that no full match was achieved during lexical access.
This
'something wrong' may either be a visual mismatch, as in SNAY,
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or a sound based mismatch, as in BEELD.
This check is
thought to be part of the word recognition process which is
used not only in case of interference but al'so in case of misprints and as part of a system which may tend to provide more
than one candidate for an access code.
The post-access check is assumed to be carried out in a
fixed order.
First a visual check is carried out.
If this
check is successful, i.e. if it reveals why no full match was
achieved during lexical access, a 'no' response is given
immediately.
This is assumed to have been the case in
stimuli like SNAY in which the post-access check revealed the
mismatch in spelling between the stimulus SNAY and the internal
representation of the Dutch word SNEE.
However, if the visual
check is not successful, a subsequent sound based check is
carried out.
If this second check reveals the nature of the
mismatch during lexical access, as it was assumed to exist in
the BEELD stimuli in Experiment I and Vili, a 'no' response
can also be given in these cases.
Due to this additional
sound based check the 'no' response to the BEELD stimuli will
be slower than the response to the SNAY stimuli in which the
mismatch could be revealed in the preceding visual check.
This explains why the size of the interference effect in the
BEELD stimuli was more than twice as large as it was in the
SNAY type.
One point that remains unexplained is what sources of
information are used for the post-access checks.
There are
two possible sources from which stimulus information can be
acquired for the checking procedure.
One source is the two
codes which were originally used for lexical access, which are
assumed to be still stored in working memory.
However, these
two codes are not the most likely source of information for
the checks.
In that case it would have to be assumed that
after lexical access the co-operation between the two codes
ends and is replaced with a hierarchical order of comparison
between the two codes and the internal representation of a
word.
Moreover, they are the source of information that
initiated the state of interference.
Therefore another
source will have to be found.
This second source of
information for the checking procedure can be found, in part
at least, in the word that is still visible on the screen, in
a lexical decision experiment, or on the page, e.g. if inter-
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lingual interference occurs when a Dutch-English bilingual
is reading English or in general if a printing error is
encountered during reading.
This second source of information allows for an almost
direct comparison with the internal visual representation of
the word that has been activated to a state of interference.
Moreover, this visual check can be verv ^ast ar. lexical access
need not take place all over again.
To this it should be
added that in the visual mode the mismatch which, as discussed
earlier, is assumed to be revealed through the check procedure,
is most likely to be visual.
These observations put together
make this second source of information the most likely
candidate for the visual check.
This may also explain why
the visual check is assumed to be carried out first.
For the subsequent sound based check, which is assumed
to be carried out if the preceding visual check has failed to
reveal the nature of the mismatch, the only source of information available is the sound based code which is assumed to
be still present in working memory.
Consequently this
second check is assumed to consist of a comparison of the
sound based code available in working memory and the internal
sound based representation of the word that has been activated
to a state of interference (unless a new access code is formed
again).
The successive check model of interference not only
explains the difference in size of the interference effects
in the SNAY and BEELD types of stimuli.
It also explains why
in this research a difference in error scores occurred in both
types of interfering stimuli.
The BEELD stimuli for which
the sound based check is assumed to have been carried out
scored a higher percentage of erroneous 'yes' responses than
the SNAY stimuli which required a visual check before a 'no'
response could be given.
For the BEELD type of stimuli the
error percentages were 20 in Experiment I and again 20 in
Experiment VIII. For the SNAY type of stimuli, however, the
error percentages were 19 in Experiment II and 12 in both
Experiment VI and VII.
This difference can be explained if
it is assumed that the fact that for the visual check the
information was available on the screen allowed for a more
error free check than it was possible for the sound based
check.
After all, for this check the information is assumed
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to have been available in coded form, in working memory.
Moreover, this information may have lost some of its original
detail due to decay.
A comparison of the successive check explanation of interference with the explanations discussed in 6.5. shows that the
former is a modified version of the post-access spelling check
of Rubenstein et al. (1971).
This post-access explanation
is present in the sense that the entire process of interference
is assumed to take place after the internal representation of
a word has already been accessed.
However, it differs from
the Rubenstein et al. model in the rôle of the sound based
check.
Only the spelling checks are similar.
The above model could explain the difference in size of
the interference effects in the SNAY and the BEELD stimuli by
means of the fixed order of the two successive checks.
However, another explanation of the difference in size between
the two effects remains possible.
This explanation will be
discussed in the next section.

6.7.

A post-access, parallel check explanation of
interference.

It is assumed that the process of interference starts
during matching when there is a conflict between the evidence
from the two co-operating codes.
However, this time the
ensuing post-access checks are carried out in parallel.
Yet
a difference comes about between the size of the interference
effect in the SNAY stimuli and in the BEELD stimuli, because
the parallel checks are not performed at the same speed.
Instead, a fast visual check and a slow sound based one are
carried out.
If either check reveals the nature of the mismatch the state of interference is lifted and a 'no' response
can be given immediately.
For the fast visual check again a comparison is made
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between a recent icon of the spelling of the word that is still
available on the screen or on the page and the internal
representation of the spelling of the word that is involved
in the check.
As already mentioned for the successive check
explanation, this visual check can be fast because lexical
access need not take place all over again.
For the much slower sound based check a comparison is
made between the sound based internal representation of the
word involved in the post-access check and the sound based
code that was originally used for matching.
However, this
time with its representation in working memory.
According to this post-access parallel check explanation
the state of interfering uncertainty could be lifted sooner
in the SNAY stimuli than in the BEELD stimuli.
Moreover, the
same explanation can be given of the difference in error scores
as it was done above when the successive check explanation was
discussed.
A comparison of this explanation of interference and
those discussed in 6.5. shows that part of the third
oossibility mentioned in Coltheart et al. has been used again.
This part concerns the assumption of a difference in speed
between the visual and the sound based code of a word.
However, in the above explanation this difference in speed is
assumed to come about after lexical access instead of during
lexical access, as it is assumed by Coltheart et al.
The post-access element in the above explanation is something shared by both the successive and the parallel explanations of interference.
The same sources of information are
checked in both successive and parallel models.
Consequently,
the following figure represents both explanations of interference.
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FIGURE 6

A post-access checking procedure taking place during
interference.
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6.8.

Some proposals for testing the post-access explanations
of interference.

Figure 6 shows that it is assumed that only for the sound
based check is use made of the code that was originally
available during lexical access and which is stored in working
memory.
However, for the visual check the original visual
code is not used any more.
Instead a more recent icon is
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used.
This difference in the sources of information that are
assumed to be used for the two checking procedures allows the
following prediction to be made.
The model predicts that such a visual check cannot be
made if a stimulus is visible on the screen long enough for
perception to take place but not long enough for a postaccess check to be made as well.
Experiments of Cattell
(1886) as described in Gibson & Levin (1975), p.189, have
shown that perception succeeds if words are presented on a
screen for no longer than 10 milliseconds.
Consequently, it
seems possible to test this prediction if stimuli are left on
the screen for about that amount of time and if the icon of
the stimulus is removed from SIS by masking (cf. Lindsay &
Norman, 1977, p.313 ff. for a discussion of masking).
Although neither the successive check explanation of
interference nor the parallel check explanation predicts what
will happen if a post-access visual check cannot be carried
out, it seems likely that the following will take place.
Due
to the impossibility of carrying out the check no response can
be made or the responses will be randomly 'yes' or 'no'.
Finally, whatever the rate of correctness of the responses,
delays in the response times are to be expected compared with
the response latencies for the same pseudohomophones in a
control condition if masking is limited to the icon.
The
sound based check required for these stimuli can still be made
since the sound based code is stored in working memory and
hence is not affected by the visual mask.
Consequently, a
replication of Experiments VI and VIII, this time with a visual
mask after each stimulus, should reveal whether the assumption
about the two sources of information for the post-access checks
is correct.
The above proposals concern the aspects that the two
models of interference proposed in this chapter have in common.
However, it would be useful to have another proposal to enable
us to choose for either the successive or the parallel check
model.
So far no such test could be found.
Even a test in
which lexical decision is progressively speeded would not be a
solution.
Both models predict that the sound based check
would be the first to suffer from such a procedure.
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Stimuli of Experiment VI.
Pseudohomophones and their nonword controls are listed
together.
snay

- blay

crom - crog

spailer - prailer

zess - dess

healp - nealp

phokken - photten

eder - emer

whesp - wheft

treast - treasp

leff - meff

aven - alen

nix - bix

deef - meef

yokken - yonnen

moost - poost

blick - glick

ruping - buping

stell - cieli

azel -avel

pheller - phenner

preaster - fleaster

quetsen - quedden

deanst - reanst

scentrum - sceprum

baist - naist

cissen - cillen

roak - goak

rhiet - rhieg

kait - chait

clep - cless

neets - deets

comen - domen

laning - vaning

slock - drock

dool - mooi

whinst -whilk

vay - blay

viss - biss

boam - goam

stoff - croff
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Stimuli of Experiment Vili.
The Dutch words and their nonword controls are listed
together.

beeld - meeld

hoog - j oog

blad

boog - boop

- blan

mank - vank

droom - proom

jas

druif - bruif

- jaf

stad -smad

puist -puisk

gast - gask

struik - struit

darm - narm

knal - knaf

kaft - faft

knoop - knoog

hars - dars

knus - knud

kade - kabe

dolk - golk

mager - gager

vlerk - vlerm

ader - aler

erf - erp

breken- breien

berm - merm

negen - hegen

wolk - bolk

hekel - bekel

steek - stees

snede - shede

eend - eenk

geel - geem

hulp - mulp

deeg - beeg

bult -fuit

streep - streeg

dut - sut

lood - loor

haken - hamen
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CHAPTER VII

A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS.

7.1.

Summary and conclusions.

Section 1.5. concluded that it was necessary to investigate whether during word recognition in the English mode only
the visual characteristics of words are coded or whether, on
the other hand, their sound based features are also involved.
In the first case Figure 5A would represent a word recognition
system in Dutch-English bilinguals.
In the second case it
would be Figure 5B.
Subsequently, in Chapters III and IV the results are
reported of experiments in which the roles of the visual and
sound based features of words during coding were studied.
These experiments provided evidence for sound based coding in
the English mode.
Moreover, the results taken together could
only be explained in terms of a BOTH-AND (cf. 3.7.) cooperation model of lexical access.
According to this model
both the visual features of words and their sound based
characteristics are coded.
Subsequently both codes cooperate during the matching procedure in the Mental Lexicon.
Both have to contribute sufficient evidence for the internal
representation of a word to be activated.
Of course, the restriction has to be made that the above
only applies to the English coding component of a word
recognition system in Dutch-English bilinguals.
The
experiments reported in the Chapters III and IV only dealt
with coding in that language.
For Dutch, however, evidence
was only found for sound based coding in Experiment V.
Therefore the equivalent of Experiment I remains to be done
for Dutch if the working of the Dutch coding component is to
be described as fully as that of the English component.(1)
Chapter V reports an experiment which tested the hypothesis that the English coding component would remain inoperative during visual word recognition in the Dutch mode.
This hypothesis was confirmed.
The concept of an input
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switch was used to explain why the English coding component
had been inoperative.
Moreover, the experiment showed
evidence for Dutch sound based coding.
The conclusions of Chapters III, VI and V clearly point
to Figure 5B being a better representation of a visual word
recognition system in Dutch-English bilinguals that 5A.
Only
5 В figures an input switch and the two language-specific coding
components that can provide Dutch and English words with their
oroper access codes.
Thus the main object of this research,
as defined in 1.5., was reached after Experiment V.
A choice
could be made between the two models representing a visual
input system in Dutch-English compound bilinguals.
Having discussed what information this study has to offer
about the functioning of the English and Dutch coding
components and about the input switch, we can focus on the
next part of a word recognition system: the matching
component.
In 1.5. it was assumed that codes produced by the
English, or Dutch, system would be passed on to a matching
system in which no functional separation existed between the
representations of Dutch and English words.
Consequently,
contact could be made between the coded features of SNAY and
the internal representation of the Dutch word SNEE [sne:] in
an English lexical decision experiment (Experiment II).
This
assumption of common storage in the matching component was not
only supported by the results of Experiment II but also by
those of the other experiments in which Dutch words like
BEELD or pseudowords like SNAY were used as stimuli in English
lexical decision experiments.
The above conclusion concerns the storage of information
in a common matching component.
However, the results of some
of the experiments also allow conclusions about the functioning
of that component to be drawn.
As it was already discussed
before in this section, from the results of Experiments I and
II it can be concluded not only that both visual and sound
based coding takes place but also that both codes co-operate
during matching.
The results of Experiment III were thought
to confirm this view.
In that experiment, the ZAI1E stimuli
did not show the interlingual interference effect that the
SNAY stimuli had in Experiment II.
This was attributed to
the more substantial spelling changes in the ZAME stimuli
which made it impossible for the visual codes of these stimuli
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to support the matching sound based codes.
However, the
results of Experiment IV showed that the ZAME stimuli did
interfere when they were mixed with stimuli of the SNAY type.
This was thought to indicate (4.4.) that there are
circumstances in which readers abandon a BOTH-AND co-operation
strategy for another strategy.
These circumstances were
considered to have been created in Experiment IV when pseudohomophones of the SNAY and ZAME types were mixed in the list
of stimuli.
An interference effect in one or two pseudohomophones of the SNAY type was thought to have resulted in
awareness on the part of the subjects that pseudohomophones
were involved in lexical decision.
This awareness, in its
turn, was thought to have induced subjects to switch from a
BOTH-AND co-operation strategy during matching to a receding
type of strategy.
This change was assumed to have been made
in order to facilitate the detection of pseudohomophones.
In the receding type of processing the visual code does not
come into play until the post-lexical stage.
This means
that in Experiment IV it only functioned in distinguishing
words from pseudohomophones after activation of their internal
representations on the basis of the sound based codes.
It may seem strange that a strategy is called into play
which results in poorer performance.
Strategies, after all,
are usually invoked to explain improvements in performance.
In this case the strategy appears to be applied as a function
of the type of stimuli with which the subject is confronted
and involuntarily used even though performance is worsened.
In real life, however, the use of sound based coding in
situations in which the reader is not meant to be confounded,
may well prove advantageous.
Presumably the novelty of the
situation created in Experiment IV prevented subjects from
abandoning this otherwise advantageous strategy.
In view of the above it was concluded in 4.4. that there
is reason to believe that visual word recognition is a
flexible process in which a particular strategy is adopted on
the basis of the outcome of recent word recognitions.
Chapter VI studied the time-course of interference in the
SNAY and in the BEELD types of stimuli.
From the results of
the experiments it was concluded that they could be accounted
for either by a model assuming interference to be a postaccess procedure with successive visual and sound based checks
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or with parallel checks.
According to the successive check explanation a visual
or sound based mismatch results in a post-access check in
order to discover the nature of the mismatch.
This check is
carried out in a fixed order.
First the visual representation
of the word involved in matching is retrieved and compared with
a recent icon of the word that is still visible on the screen.
If this check does not reveal the nature of the mismatch, a
new check is carried out.
This time the sound based
representation of the word is retrieved and checked against
the sound based code that was formed at the coding stage and
which is still present in working memory.
When either check
reveals what caused the mismatch, the state of interference
is lifted and a 'no' response is given.
In the second explanation of interference the same
procedure is assumed to take place as in the first.
However,
this time a fast visual check and a much slower sound based
one are assumed to be carried out in parallel.
Both
explanations are represented in Figure 6.
With the above discussion we have covered all aspects of
the word recognition system that were at stake in this
research.
This discussion has covered this word recognition
system in greater detail than it was possible in Chapter I
when Figure 5B was discussed.
Therefore a new figure can be
drawn representing new information that could be added to
Figure 5B together with the old information already represented
in that figure.
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FIGURE 7
A bilingual co-operation model of access coding.
The Dutch coding component has been inactivated by the input
switch.
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As mentioned previously in the summary of the findings
and conclusions of this research a BOTH-AND co-operation model
is not the only representation of the process of visual word
recognition in Dutch-English bilinguals.
There are
situations during reading in which a receding model describes
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that process more accurately.
This model also contains visual
and sound based codes.
The only difference between a Figure
representing a recoding process and Figure 7 is that the
former does not describe the matching process as one of
"combined visual and sound based matching".
Instead matching
is described as being sound based, followed by a post-lexical
spelling check.
Finally, in order to represent the process of interference during visual word recognition Figures 6 and 7 should be
combined.
The discussion about a bilingual model of visual word
recognition based on this research will be continued with two
remarks.
One concerns the input switch, the other concerns
the two coding components.
As far as the input switch is concerned we shall have to
consider the design of the experiments.
In that design the
experiments were introduced to the subjects as monolingual
English or Dutch lexical decision experiments.
For example,
Experiment I was introduced as a monolingual English
experiment.
From the evidence for a sound based mismatch in
the BEELD stimuli of that experiment it can be deduced that
this introduction resulted in the switch being set for coding
by means of English symbol-to-sound correspondences.
Thus
BEELD received its mismatching sound based code [bîrld] .
Likewise, in Experiment V the expectation of the subjects to
be taking part in a monolingual Dutch experiment made only
the Dutch coding component operative.
This resulted in SNAY
getting the 'Dutch' code [ snaj "' instead of the 'English'
[sne:] in Experiment II.
This explained why SNAY only showed
an interference effect in Experiment II.
In the discussion
section of 5.2. it was already argued that the input switch
had made these results possible.
It was also concluded that
'top-down' information based on what subjects had been told
about the experiment had set the switch.
In other words
these experiments had provided evidence for conceptually
driven switching.
The ability of the switch to operate on conceptually
driven information is not something that only manifests itself
in a lexical decision experiment.
On the contrary, it is
thought that the switch operates in the same way when we pick
up a familiar newspaper or a book.
Before we start reading
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we will know what language that newspaper or book is written
in.
This knowledge sets the switch so that coding according
to the correct symbol-to-sound correspondences can start
straightaway.
For the remark about the two coding components of Figure
5B we have to remember that their representation in that
figure is based on evidence for consistent access coding
according to symbol-to-sound correspondences of either English
or Dutch.
Furthermore, it has to be remembered that this
evidence was found in bilinguals who in the literature
(cf. 1.3.) are assumed to have no functional separation between
their two language systems. However, the evidence for language
specific coding referred to above can only be explained if it
is assumed that at least part of their language system does
function independently.
Figure 5B shows this to be the
access coding component.
This leads to the conclusion that
functional independence is not exclusive to co-ordinate
bilinguals (cf. 1.3. note 2 ) .

7.2.

Links with other research.

There are links both with experiments in which the
functioning of an input switch was studied and with
experiments dealing with the storage of lexical information
in a bilingual memory system.
Both links will now be
discussed.
The experiments dealing with an input switch are reported
in Macnamara & Kushnir (1971).
They were already discussed
in 5.3.
In that discussion it was mentioned that in these
experiments French and English words were mixed in isolated,
printed sentences or in entire passages.
Only the English
and French words themselves served as indicators of the places
in which switches had to be made.
Consequently the
experiment dealt with data-driven switching.
As discussed
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earlier in 7.1. the present research was thought to provide
evidence for conceptually driven fixation of the switch.
Together these two concepts may explain how bilingual readers
deal with mixed passages of written prose.
As mentioned in 7.1. conceptually-driven fixation of the
switch is thought to occur when we pick up a newspaper or a
book.
If the reading material is expected to be in English,
for example, the switch is set before we start reading so
that all verbal information entering our word recognition system
is directed to the English access coding component.
If that
newspaper or book contains passages in another language,
French for example, the mismatches resulting from the coding
of the first French word, or the first few words, according
to English symbol-to-sound correspondences will result in the
switch being thrown so that the subsequent words of that
French passage are directed to the French coding component and
consequently receive their correct access code.
The throwing
of the switch has then been data-driven.
When the French
passage is finished and when,consequently, the following
English word, or words, has or have received a wrong French
code, a new data-driven switch occurs, this time back to the
original English coding component.
As mentioned, there are also links with research dealing
with the storage of words in a bilingual memory system.
For
example, there are three experiments (Dalrymple-Alford, 1968;
Dyer, 1971; Preston & Lambert, 1969) in which data about
lexical storage were collected with a Stroop colour-word test
and one experiment (Ehri & Ryan, 1980) in which a pictureword test was given to the bilingual subjects.
In the colourword test, subjects name the colour of the ink in which a word
is printed.
In the picture-word test they name the picture.
In one experimental condition the words of one language do
not semantically match the colours to be named or the meaning
of the words do not match the pictures.
In this mismatching
condition subjects took longer to respond than they did in the
matching condition.
From these results it was concluded that
interlingual interference had taken place.
Thus these
experiments provided evidence for interlingual interference
at the semantic level of representation of words in a bilingual
memory system.
The above evidence for interlingual interference at the
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semantic level links up with evidence for interlingual
interference at the level of spelling and sound features of
words, which was found in the present research.
Indeed, the
combined results can be interpreted as showing that in a
common memory system for words from two languages storage
occurs without any functional separation at different levels
of representation.
One level concerns the spelling and
sound features of words, the other level concerns their
meanings.
What remains to be discussed is how Figure 7 is to be
understood as a representation of the storage in memory of
different types of knowledge used for visual word recognition.
Reading this figure, from left to right, knowledge needed for
coding according to English or Dutch symbol-to-sound
correspondences is the first type we encounter.
The second
type is the lexical knowledge needed for matching and
retrieval.
For this problem the following may be a solution.
If the different types of knowledge that a language user
applies to a particular language skill are assumed to exist in
the form of Modules stored in Long Term Memory (Kempen, 1976),
a Dutch-English bilingual has available two monolingual coding
Modules and a bilingual common Matching and Retrieval Module.

7.3.

Generalization to other languages and to other types of
bilinguals.

Can Figure 7 also represent a word recognition system as
it functions in bilinguals different from those introduced in
1.З.?
This question applies both to Dutch-English bilinguals
and to bilingual readers with a first language background
other than Dutch.
As regards Dutch-English bilinguals, both their
acquisition history of English and their level of proficiency
in that language have to be taken into account.
To start
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with the latter, there seems to be a lower rather than an
upper limit to the level of proficiency that is required for
Figure 7 to apply.
The lower limit is thought to be that
Dutch-English bilinguals should have little or no difficulty
in carrying out any of the processes for which languagespecific knowledge is required.
This applies especially to
the knowledge of English symbol-to-sound relationships that
is required for access coding.
As regards the upper end of the language proficiency
scale, there would also be a limit to the applicability of
Figure 7 to highly proficient Dutch-English bilinguals if it
could be assumed that they only use a visually based access
code for word recognition.
Although this possibility cannot
be excluded until the necessary research has been done, it
seems an unlikely one.
In that case balanced bilinguals
would behave differently both from educated monolinguals,
i.e. differently from the English and American psychology
students who were the subjects of the experiments reported by
Coltheart et al. (1977) and by Rubenstein et al. (1971), and
from the highly proficient Dutch students of English who were
the subjects of Experiment VII.
As regards the applicability of Figure 7 to Dutch-English
bilinguals with an acquisition history of English which is
different from that of the bilinguals described in 1.3., this
can only apply to co-ordinate bilinguals.
As it was already
discussed in Note 3 of Chapter I, Ervin & Osgood (1954)
assume that co-ordinate bilinguals have two input systems
which are entirely independent.
This implies that, according
to these authors, co-ordinate bilinguals may share the lefthand side of Figure 7 with compound bilinguals.
However,
differences will exist at the right-hand side, in the
organisation of the matching and retrieval components.
In
a co-ordinate bilingual both should be functionally independent
from the components for the other language.
In Note 3 of Chapter I it was already mentioned that
it is not clear whether the distinction between compound and
co-ordinate bilinguals is a valid one.
There is a lack of
clear evidence to support this distinction.
However, the
results of this study allow for a prediction that at least
should make it possible to show if the distinction is valid
for bilinguals who are fluent in Dutch and English.
If
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functional independence is to be found in such bilinguals an
interference effect should only be found intralingually, as it
was found in RUME or QUAST for example, but never interlingually.
Thus the interlingual interference effect that
was found in this study in the SNAY stimuli should not be
found in co-ordinate bilinguals.
Likewise, the interference
effect that occurred in the Dutch words of the BEELD type in
this study should not occur in co-ordinate bilinguals.
These
oredictions make it possible to determine if McCormack (1977)
correctly implies that co-ordinate bilingualism is more a
logical possibility than a type of bilingualism existing in
reality.
The above concerned the generalizability of Figure 7 to
different kinds of Dutch-English bilinguals.
A question that
remains is whether it can also apply to other bilingual
readers of English.
An affirmative answer seems quite
possible provided these readers have an acquisition history of
English that is similar to the history of the subjects
described in 1.3. and provided there is a similar relationship
between their mother tongue and English as there is between
Dutch and that language.
This would apply to native speakers
of Germanic languages like Danish, Swedish, Norwegian and
German who learned English as a foreign language at school.
It is even possible that Figure 7 represents a processing
system as it exists in bilinguals who can read in two radically
different writing systems, like Chinese and English writing.
In that case a Chinese coding component could process the
Chinese character pjsj while a functionally independent
English component could compute the proper code for its
translation equivalent RAIN.
Subsequently, in both cases the
language-specific codes could be used for matching in a
common Chinese-English matching component.
Likewise, a
common retrieval component as it is represented in Figure 7
could function quite efficiently in recognizing Chinese or
English words.
Support for the above is found in Fang, Tzeng & Alva
(1981), as least as far as the existence is concerned of two
functionally independent coding components in bilinguals with
Chinese as one of the languages with which they are familiar.
On the basis of their own research and of the research reported
in the literature they reach the conclusion that separate
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coding components are needed for two languages that differ in
their writing systems.
Moreover, they quote a tachistoscopiс
study (Tzeng, Hung, Cotton & Wang, 1979) which showed a lefthemisphere, i.e. a right visual field, advantage for the
recognition of phonetically based symbols such as isolated
English words.
On the other hand, a right-hemisphere
advantage was found for the recognition of single Chinese
characters.
These findings might indicate where the
'English' and 'Chinese' coding components are located.

FOOTNOTE

1.
In such an experiment English words would have to be
mixed with Dutch ones and with nonwords in a Dutch lexical
decision experiment.
These English words should be
comparable with the BEELD stimuli in Experiment I, i.e. they
should not match their English pronunciation when pronounced
according to Dutch symbol-to-sound correspondences.
Some
examples of suitable English words would be: PIPE, which
becomes [рірЭ] when pronounced according to Dutch correspond
ences, POOR, in Dutch [po:r] and KEEN, in Dutch [ke:n].
If
the co-operation model also applies to Dutch, the sound based
mismatches created in the English words during coding should
result in the same interlingual interference effect that was
found in the BEELD stimuli in English lexical decision
experiments (Experiments I and VIII).
If, on the other hand,
only the recoding model correctly describes the coding of
Dutch words, there should be no difference between the 'no'
responses to the English words and to their nonword controls.
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CHAPTER Vili

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS OF THIS RESEARCH.

8.1.

Some views on cognates. (1)

In 1.1. it was discussed how the research reported in
this study was meant to provide an answer to an applied
question. This question concerns the identification of
unfamiliar English words through their counterparts in the
native language.
This identification problem will be introduced more extensively below before an answer will be
attempted.
As mentioned in 1.1., due to their common Germanic
ancestry and to interlingual borrowing Dutch and English share
many words that are similar or even identical in form and in
meaning.
They are called cognates.
Some examples of
cognates are the English-Dutch TEXT-TEKST, PATH-PAD,
CHEESE-KAAS and the interlingual homograph WATER.
At the same time there are many Dutch and English words
which are dissimilar in meaning but are like cognates in form.
Two examples are the interlingual homographs ROOM, which in
Dutch means 'cream' and which is pronounced [ro:m], and
DRIFT [drift] (= passion).
It is common among (applied) linguists (Lado, 1957;
Pit Corder, 1973; Politzer & Politzer, 1972; Rivers &
Temperley, 1978), discussing cognates in the context of
language learning, to assume that cognates make it easier to
understand a foreign language when reading or listening.
For cognates should enable a reader or listener to identify
the meaning of an unfamiliar word from the foreign language,
for example TEXT, through its (familiar) mother tongue
equivalent, in this case TEKST. (2)
In practical terms,
cognates are assumed to be words that need not be looked up
in a dictionary.
Likewise it is assumed that, at least in a
semantically neutral context, the equivalence in form of
interlingual homographs like ROOM will lead to assigning the
wrong (Dutch) meaning of the word if a reader is not familiar
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with its English meaning.
For example, this is assumed to
happen in a context like: THERE IS ROOM FOR BOTH OF US.
These assumptions imply that, for example, in the
minds of Dutch readers of English unfamiliar cognates are
automatically associated with their (familiar) Dutch counterparts.
All this in spite of the fact that the unfamiliar
cognate TEXT, for example, is not stored in memory.
Instead,
the internal representation has to be activated of its Dutch
counterpart TEKST.
Since automatic associations between
printed words and representations of words in memory are
generally assumed to take place during the process of word
recognition (Schneider & Shiffrin (1977)), this means that
unfamiliar cognates are assumed to be identified in
essentially the same way as words are recognised.
Although it may be true that cognate identification is
an automatic process, it is not the only explanation possible
for the fact that linguists, for example, can identify words
from one language as resembling those from another.
It
could be instead that this ability is based on the conscious
application of knowledge about formal relationships between
words from different languages.
Consequently it could be
that cognate identification is not to be equated with word
recognition.
Instead identifying TEXT through TEKST could
be like identifying the mathematical equivalence between 42
and 16.
In both cases rules are to be consciously applied
before identification takes place.
Schneider & Shiffrin
refer to this type of processing as 'controlled processing'.
The authors define it (p.l) as a process that "requires
attention
and is controlled by the subject."
The above may be summarized in the following question:
does identifying an unfamiliar word through a familiar one,
like identifying TEXT through TEKST, take place during the
automatic process of visual word recognition or is it an
example of conscious problem solving?
If cognate identification is an automatic process,
linguists are correct in assuming that cognates play a
meaningful part in the comprehension of a second language.
If, on the other hand, cognate identification turns out to be
a kind of conscious problem solving, cognates do not have the
same relevance to 'naive' language users as they do to experts
in comparative linguistics.
Instead, to these naive language
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users unfamiliar cognates are then words that appear as
foreign to them during reading as do noncognates.
In that
case the relevance of cognates for language learning and
language use will have to be re-evaluated.

8.2.

Possibilities of automatic cognate identification.

The question to be answered is whether unfamiliar
English words can activate the internal representations of
Dutch words during reading.
Obviously, this possibility
only exists if:
1.

Dutch words in general are accessible in the Mental
Lexicon during word recognition in the English mode.

2.

the access code of the English word concerned sufficiently
matches the internal representation of its Dutch counterpart to activate it so that identification can take place.

Figure 7, which summarizes the insights about visual word
recognition in Dutch-English bilinguals gained in this
research, shows that the first condition is fulfilled in DutchEnglish bilinguals of the type described in 1.3.
Moreover,
it shows that both the visual and sound based access codes of
English words play a part in word recognition by these
bilinguals.
This means that the second condition is fulfilled
if the English word concerned in cognate identification
matches its Dutch counterpart both in spelling and in sound.
Some examples are the Dutch-English cognate nouns TENNIS,
TEST and NEST.
When these words are encountered as
unfamiliar words in an English text, their access codes will
be the same as the codes they would have got in a Dutch text
in which they are familiar words.
Therefore these codes
will match the internal representations of the familiar Dutch
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words.
And, it was argued previously, these internal
representations are accessible in spite of the fact that
access coding is in the English mode.
Thus automatic cognate
identification takes place in this type of Dutch-English word
pairs.
It was mentioned earlier that one of the conditions that
has to be fulfilled if cognate identification is to take
place is that the internal representation of the familiar word
is activated through the access code of the unfamiliar one.
This research has shown this to be the case not only if both
the visual and sound features of the two words match.
The
interlingual interference effects that occurred in SNAY and
BEELD types of stimuli point to activation if only the visual
or the sound based access code of an unfamiliar word matches
the internal representation of a familiar one.
In this case
the unfamiliar words are represented by the SNAY and BEELD
types of stimuli and the familiar ones are their Dutch
counterparts SNEE and BEELD [be:lt].
Of course, the question
is whether the kind of activation of internal representations
of words that is assumed to occur during interference
(cf. 6.6. & 6.7.) leads to automatic cognate identification.
For this it is necessary that a message reaches consciousness
about the identity of the word that has been involved in the
post-access checking procedure.
The above problem was anticipated when this research was
prepared and, therefore, a procedure was followed in the
experiments that would throw light on this problem.
This
procedure was as follows.
When an experiment was finished
a subject was asked by the experimenter to recall the types
of stimuli that had been shown on the screen.
He, or she,
was asked to give examples of each type.
The results of this
procedure showed quite clearly that subjects were aware of the
Dutch words that were involved in the experiments and in which
interlingual interference occurred.
Significantly, only the
subjects of Experiment III failed to recall the resemblance
between the ZAME type of stimuli and the Dutch words from
which they were derived.
In that experiment no evidence for
interlingual interference was found.
However, in the
experiments in which the interfering SNAY and BEELD stimuli
were used subjects were always able to recall a number of the
Dutch words that had been included among the stimuli.
From
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this it can be inferred that automatic cognate identification
will take place if the English word concerned has the same
resemblance to a Dutch word as did the SNAY and BEELD types
of stimuli.
However, no such automatic identification will
occur if the English words resemble the ZAME stimuli.
The difference between the ZAME and SNAY stimuli lies in
the number of spelling changes that were made in the Dutch
words from which they were derived.
In the SNAY type the
spelling of only one phoneme of a Dutch word was changed.
The results of Experiment II (discussed in 3.8.) showed that
it made no difference to the interference effect where the
changes were made nor whether a vowel or consonant was
involved in that change.
In the ZAME stimuli two or more
phonemes of the original Dutch word were given a different
spelling according to English sound-to-symbol correspondences.
Finally, in the BEELD stimuli the difference with their Dutch
counterparts was sound based.
When these stimuli were given
an access code according to English symbol-to-sound
correspondences, as it was thought to occur in Experiments I
and VIII, this code did not match the internal representation
of the Dutch word with the same spelling.
The above conclusion about the absence of automatic
cognate identification in unfamiliar English words of the
ZAME type needs a qualification.
The results of Experiment
IV showed that interlingual interference did occur in these
stimuli when they were mixed with stimuli of the SNAY type.
In the discussion of these results in 4.4. it was explained
how a special reading situation was created when SNAY type of
pseudohomophones were mixed with those of the ZAME type in
the list of stimuli of that experiment.
According to this
explanation automatic cognate identification should also be
possible for unfamiliar English words resembling Dutch words
in the same way as ZAME resembles its original Dutch word if
such special conditions exist during reading.
This could
be the case if, for example, some English words resembling
SNAY or BEELD occur in a reading text before a word of the
ZAME type.
Dutch-English cognates do not always match in spelling,
in sound or in both.
Indeed, the majority of them have
neither in common.
In the opening paragraphs of this
chapter PAD-PATH and CHEESE-KAAS were given as examples.
It
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will now be discussed what can be said about their
identification as cognates.
If again Figure 7 is taken as
a starting point for this discussion it appears from that
figure that both the visual and sound based access codes of
words are used for the matching procedure in the Mental
Lexicon.
During that matching procedure, it is assumed
(Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978), all those internal representations of words are involved at some point in the procedure
that have some features in common with the access code.
However, they are removed from the list of word candidates if
their features do not sufficiently match those of the access
code.
And earlier it was discussed that 'sufficient' in thr'.s
context means that there should be a match in spelling, in
sound or in both.
Consequently, it is assumed, PATH will not
activate the internal representation of PAD sufficiently for
automatic cognate identification to take place, nor will this
be the case with CHEESE and KAAS.
Instead they are only
thought to be identifiable as cognates through the conscious
application of expert knowledge about the etymology of words.
In summary, automatic cognate identification is assumed
to take place in:
1.

interlingual homographs of the BEELD type.
Some
examples of Dutch-English homographs of this type
are HAM (Dutch [ ham] ) ,WOLF (Dutch [ wo I f ] ) and GAS
(Dutch [ yas] ) .

2.

interlingual homophones of the SNAY type.
Some
examples are the Dutch-English TEKST-TEXT, BOEKBOOK and DEK-DECK.

3.

interlingual homographs as well as homophones like
TENNIS, TEST, NEST and BITTER.

4.

interlingual homophones of the ZAME type if the
special reading situation exists that was discussed
above.
Some examples of this type are the DutchEnglish TOON [to;n] - TONE, KOOL [ko : I ] - COAL and
KLOK [klok] - CLOCK.

On the other hand, cognate identification is only thought
possible through the conscious application of knowledge about
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the etymology of Dutch and English words in:
1.

interlingual homophones of the ZAME type if the
special reading situation referred to in 4
does not exist.

2.

cognates of the CHEESE-KAAS type which are neither
homographs nor homophones.
Some more examples of
this type of Dutch-English cognates are VLAG Γ ν lay]
- FLAG, GRAF [ yraf ] _ GRAVE and STIJL [stell] STYLE.

In these two cases a naive reader of English is not thought
to benefit from the resemblance in form between many English
and Dutch words.
Instead these types of English words are
assumed to appear as unfamiliar to these readers as it may
be the case with English words that have no resemblance at all
with their Dutch counterparts.

8.3.

Validity of the conclusions about automatic vs conscious
cognate identification.

One of the objections that can be raised against the
above conclusions about the process of cognate identification
is the way in which the evidence was collected on which these
conclusions are based.
For one thing, it is not evident that
lexical decision experiments can reveal something about coding
and matching processes as they take place during reading.
Moreover, cognates are mostly encountered in context.
Can
it be assumed that identification of isolated pseudo-cognates
tells us anything about the identification of real ones in
context?
Both problems will be dealt with in this section.
The first problem, i.e. the generalizability of the
results of lexical decision experiments to reading, is not
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limited to cognate identification.
On the contrary, it is a
oroblem of research into word recognition in general.
Therefore this problem will be discussed with an eye both on
the process of cognate identification and on the process of
word recognition that will be discused in the next section of
this chapter.
In order to deal with this problem let us examine the
design of the lexical decision experiments of this study.
This should reveal whether a particular type of processing
was favoured.
Particularly, it should show whether subjects
were encouraged to identify stimuli of the SNAY and BEELD
types.
First of all, the instructions did not tell subjects what
had been done with Dutch words in order to create visual or
sound based mismatches.
Neither were such stimuli used as
oractice items.
Second, after each response feedback was given about the
correctness of the responses.
This meant that it was
corrected if stimuli of the BEELD and SNAY types were
responded to with 'yes'.
Such corrections can be assumed
to have acted as a discouragement to use the type of coding
that resulted in the 'yes' response and at the same time as
an encouragement to use the type of coding that would lead to
a 'no' response.
Thus, if a correction followed a 'yes'
response to a stimulus like SNAY this is assumed to have
been equivalent to discouraging a subject from using a sound
based code for matching.
If in spite of these corrections
evidence is found for a particular type of coding it seems
justified to assume that such coding occurs spontaneously and
is not to be abandoned at will.
If this is so, it can be
accepted that such coding will also occur in more relaxed
circumstances, during reading. (3)
The above discusses the first objection that could be
raised against the conclusions about cognate identification
that were reached in the previous section of this chapter.
The second objection concerns the absence of a context for the
SNAY and BEELD types of stimuli in the experiments.
This
objection will be discussed now.
Context is bound to have an effect on cognate identification if it is true that contextual information, about the
semantic and syntactic features that the word to be
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recognized should have, also plays a part during word
recognition.
In that case it is not to be expected that an
English word like BEEN will ever be wrongly identified as a
'cognate' of its Dutch homographie counterpart BEEN [be:n] =
'leg'.
The mismatch between the semantic and syntactic
features of the Dutch word BEEN and the contextual features
of the word to be recognized in a phrase like THEY HAVE BEEN
SEEN would prevent such confusion. (4)
On the other hand,
if the English word BOOK is encountered for the first time in
a context like THE BOOK IS ON THE TABLE there is no reason
why it should not be identified through its Dutch translation
equivalent BOEK [buk].
If this is accepted there is no
reason either why ROOM, if unfamiliar, should not be wrongly
interpreted through its Dutch homographie counterpart ROOM
[ro:m] (= cream) in a context like THERE IS ROOM FOR BOTH OF
US.
There would be no semantic or syntactic mismatches that
could prevent this from happening.

8.4.

Limitations of this study.

Even if the above arguments about the functioning of
cognates are acceptable, they cannot be based on evidence.
This shows one of the limitations of this study.
It needs
to be followed by a study of cognate identification in context
if a full account is to be given of the way in which cognates
are involved in visual word recognition.
Similarly, this study does not provide the evidence on
which an answer can be based for the question whether the
homography between the stems of the cognate pair UNIVERSITEIT UNIVERSITY will result in automatic cognate identification.
For an answer to this question one needs to know what part is
played by the stem of a word versus its suffix during the
matching procedure.
However, this study was limited to
effects in monomorphemic stimuli.
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Finally, a full explanation of the role of cognates in
word recognition by bilinguals also requires research into
the extent in which cognate pairs are involved in word
recognition that are both stored in the Mental Lexicon.
The
conclusions about cognates discussed in this chapter are
limited to cases in which only the Dutch member of an EnglishDutch cognate pair is stored in memory (cf. 8.1. about the
unfamiliar TEXT to be identified through its familiar Dutch
counterpart TEKST).

8.5.

Applications of information about cognates.

Taylor (1976) mentions advertising, political speeches
and language teaching as the three fields to which information
about the processing of cognates could be applied.
As to the
first two fields of application, this seems to be more true
for the bilingual country Canada which, presumably, Taylor
had in mind than it is for the Netherlands.
There the third
field, language teaching, seems to be the most likely area to
which the results of this study are applicable.
In 8.1. it was already indicated that information about
the processing of cognates could show whether (applied)
linguists correctly assume that cognates play an important
rôle in language learning.
In order to give an impression
of the kind of rôle these linguists have in mind the following
quotation has been taken from Politzer & Politzer (1972).
The authors argue that cognates (p.231) "represent a fairly
major problem since the student is quite naturally tempted to
utilize any similarity between English and his native language
in order to communicate and in order to comprehend.
In many
cases the similarities are, of course, not misleading and will
facilitate the native Spanish speaker's (or the native French
or German speaker's) acquisition of English.
The false
cognates are the price he must pay for the advantage he is
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gaining by approaching English from a cognate language
background."
As an example of a false cognate the authors
mention the German BEKOMMEN which resembles the English
BECOME but which means RECEIVE.
Also in Allen & Valette
(1979) and in Rivers & Temperley (1978) similar remarks are
made about the rôle of cognates in language acquisition.
This entire chapter was devoted to a discussion of the
implications of this research for the identification of
cognates.
Therefore it could serve as a basis for future
discussions on the rôle of cognates in language teaching.
For example, a restriction could be made on the assumption
that "any similarity" between an English word and a word from
the first language is noticed by a learner of English.
This
will only apply to those cognates that are automatically
identified as such.
Apart from the above the results of this study are
considered to have further implications for language teaching.
For example, the above quotation implies that it would be
useful to have two lists of similar words from two languages.
One list should be made up of 'true' cognates and the other
one of 'false' cognates.
With the list of true cognates it
would be possible, for example, to select texts containing
many such cognates.
These texts could then be considered to
be easy ones that could be used when teaching beginning
readers of the second language concerned.
Likewise with the
help of such a list a reading text could be made easier fo^
these beginners by replacing noncognates with cognate synonyms.
On the other hand, the list of false cognates could be used
to identify potential 'trouble spots' in reading texts.
These could then be dealt with accordingly by means of a
warning to the readers about their potential falseness.
For the construction of these lists of true and false
cognates again the distinction could be used that was made in
8.2. between types of cognates that are automatically
identified as such and those that require the conscious
application of knowledge about cognate relationships.
Only
the former type will have to be considered in the construction
of these lists. (5)
The above may have created the impression that for
applications of the results of this study it will be necessary
to wait until lists of cognates have been drawn up.
However,
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without these lists it still seems quite possible for
language teachers to keep in mind what effect the different
types of cognates mentioned in 8.2. may have on the reading
behaviour of their students.
With this information they can
assist their students in their language acquisition.
Like
wise coursebook writers could keep this information in mind
when deciding to include a particular word in a text or
whether to emphasise a difference in meaning of a word in
two languages.

Θ.6.

Information about access coding applied to language
teaching.

There is a second finding of this research which is
considered to have implications for language teaching.
This
finding concerns the type of coding that is used for visual
word recognition.
This study has shown that Dutch-English
bilinguals need knowledge of English symbol-to-sound
relationships in order to make it possible for their English
coding system to produce the correct visual and sound based
codes.
This implies that these relationships should be
taught in a language course if the silent reading of English
as a second language is to be learned.
Judging by the
discussion of the teaching of that type of reading in Allen
& Valette (1979) and in Rivers & Temperley (1978) this is not
a common observation.
The above impression is strengthened by a review to be
found in Jung (1980) of methods of learning to read a foreign
language.
In fact the author concludes his article with
the following observation (p.263): "Virtually no information
is to be had on the question of which units a student uses when
he reads a text in a foreign language.
It is a significant
fact that German like English has quite a few words for the
written or printed message: script, writ or Schriftbild.
In vain do we look for a corresponding Lesebild.
The fact
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that researchers who study reading in the mother tongue do
not have an answer to this question either should not deter
us from or be taken as an excuse for not investigating this
important question in modern foreign language teaching."
This research has revealed something about the Lesebild Jung
apparently had in mind.
It has shown that this Lesebild is
not something purely visual but a combination of the visual
and sound based features of words.

FOOTNOTES

1.
This chapter deals more extensively with applications of
knowledge about bilingual word recognition than was done
in Nas (1981).
2.
For a remark on these examples the reader is referred
to Note 1 of Chapter I.
3.
Of course, Marshall's (1976) argument still stands that
there is substantial counterevidence from dyslexies.
Patients with a severe impairment of sound based coding have
been shown to be able to access the Mental Lexicon with the
visual code only.
However, this evidence may illustrate more
how people make do with what is left of their processing
systems than show what takes place in undamaged systems.
4.
Informal support to this explanation is given by the
fact that even beginning Dutch readers of English, when
asked, do not remember ever having confused the two types of
BEEN.
Nor do Dutch-English bilinguals underline words like
BEEN in a text as English words that could be associated with
Dutch words.
5.
Perhaps it would be possible to draw up a combined list
of true and false cognates with the help of a computer.
For
interlingual homographs this would not seem to be a problem.
For these words a computer program should allow for the
comparison of lists of words from the two languages for words
with identical spellings.
However, for the interlingual
homophones a more complicated procedure will be necessary.
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Here homophonous words are to be selected that differ in the
spelling of one of their phonemes.
Perhaps the information
about such differences for Dutch and English which is given
in Appendix 2 could serve as a basis for such a program,
at least if these two languages are to be considered.

12?

APPENDIX I.

For the selection of Dutch words that do not match their
pronunciations any longer if they are pronounced as if they
were English words (cf. Experiments I and VIII), information
is needed about common Dutch-English graphemes that have
different pronunciations in the two languages. In order to
get this information a contrastive analysis was done of the
symbol-to-sound correspondences in the two languages. This
analysis was based on Cohen, Ebeling, Fokkema, van Hoik
(1961) for Dutch and on Kruisinga (1957) for English symbolto-sound correspondences. The Table on the next page shows
the results of this analysis.
With the Table and a Dutch dictionary it is possible to
select words that are pronounced differently if the correspondences of the two languages are applied. For example,
if the initial SCH- is combined with the grapheme A the
dictionary shows that suitable words would be SCHAP, SCHAT,
SCHADE and many others.
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I Differences in grapheme-phoneme correspondences between
Dutch and English.
Graphemes

Dutch sounds

English sounds

a

[a] man

[ав] man

[a:] later

[ ei ] later

e

[ e:] even

[ i:] even

eu

[ o:] deur

[ju] feud

ее

[ e:] beer

[ i:] beer

oo

[ о.·] boot

[ u:] boot

ei

[e¡ ] klein

[i:] ceiling,[ aj ]either
[ei]eight,

[ ε ]leisure

ui

[ли] fruit

[uj fruit

u

[ у:] duren

[ ju]tune

au

[ou] nauw

[ a:] laugh, [ o:] autumn
[o:] chauffeur

sch initial

[5χ ] school

[sk ]school

g

initial

[γ ] gaan

[g] go

gn

initial

[γη ] gnuiven

[Π ] gnaw

kn

initial

[кп ] knie

[π ] knee

wr

initial

[νг ] wrok

[r] write

Ь

final

[ρ] eb

[b] cab

If

final

[ 1 f ]kalf

[f] calf

Ik

final

[ 1 к ]wolk

[k] yolk

1m

final

[ lm]kalm

[m] calm

r

final

[г ] ver

si lent

s

final

[s] as

[z] as
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[ d^Jgem

far

APPENDIX II.
In order to construct Dutch-English pseudohomophones it
is necessary to know:l. which sounds the two languages have
in common.
2. which differences exist between the
two languages in the graphemic realization of these common sounds.
For example, such information makes it possible to change the
spelling of the Dutch word SNEE (=cut) into SNAY, which is
its homophonic equivalent according to English symbol-tosound correspondences.
In order to discover which sounds the two languages have
in common a comparison was made between a list of Dutch
sounds in Cohen et al. (1961) and a list of English sounds
in Jones (1956). After that a comparison was made between,
again, Jones (1956) and Kruyskamp (1976) for a list of differences between the two languages in the graphemic realization
of common sounds. With this comparison it was taken into
account that in English one grapheme may have more than one
corresponding sound. For example, UI is the spelling of [u:]
as in FRUIT, of [ ¡ ] as in BUILD but also of the diphthong
[ui ] as in RUIN.It was decided not to include spellings in
the list that were likely to result in different pronunciations if they were used in pseudohomophones.(Moreover, as
an additional safeguard the pseudohomophones were tested for
their pronunciation). The Table on the next page but one
shows the results of the analysis.
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If the Table is used together with a Dutch dictionary
words can be changed in spelling without their sounds being
affected. For example, the Table indicates that a Dutch word
beginning with W, having ЕЕ in the middle and ending in F
can be changed from WEEF into WHAFE. Moreover, if only one
sound needs a change in spelling the same word can be changed
into WAIF. As the latter example shows care must be taken
that the changes do not result in existing

3 26

(English) words.

Differences

between Dutch

|

ENGLISH

o f common s o u n d s .

END

MIDDLE

BEGINNING
SOUND DUTCH

and E n g l i s h in t h e s p e l l i n g

SOUND DUTCH

ENGLISH

SOUND DUTCH

SPELLING SPELLING

ENGLISH

SPELLING

SPELLING

[ w]

w

wh

[ed

e,ее

a,ai

[e:]

ее

ay

[f]

f

ph

[ od

о,oo

oa

[ud

oe

oo

[η]

η

kn,pn,gn

[ u:]

oe

oo,u

[¡d

ie

ee,ea

[г]

г

wr

[id

i,ie

e^ea^ee

[m]

m

mb,me

[s]

s

c,ps,sc

[f]

f

fe,ff,ph

[J]

j

У

[t]

t

bt,ght,te,tt

[ kw ]

kw

qu

[n]

η

gn,ne

[t]

t

pt

[1]

1

le,11

[e:]

e,ee

a, a i

[s]

s

ce,ss

[od

о,oo

oa

[Is]

Is

Ise

[ u:]

oe

oo

[j]

i

У

e,ea,ee

[k]

к

ck,ke,Ík,que

[ks]

ks

X

[Q]

ng

ngue

[ns]

ns

nce,nse

[ts]

ts

tee

[ ¡:]

i,ie

SPELLING SPELLING
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SAMENVATTING.

In Hoofdstuk I wordt allereerst uiteengezet welke
toegepaste vraagstelling ten grondslag ligt aan het onderzoek,
dat in deze dissertatie wordt gerapporteerd. Deze vraag rees
bij het bestuderen van de problematiek van het leren en onderwijzen van een vreemde taal. In dat verband werd de vraag
gesteld of spelling- en/of klankverwantschap tussen Nederlandse
(= moedertaal) woorden en Engelse (=vreemde taal) woorden hulp
kan bieden bij het lezen van Engelse teksten door Nederlanders.
Leidt bijvoorbeeld de overeenkomst in klank tussen het
Nederlands-Engelse woordpaar TEKST-TEXT ertoe, dat een
Nederlandstalige lezer(es) TEXT 'herkent' zonder eerst de
betekenis ervan te hebben geleerd? Het 'herkennen' bestaat
er dan uit, dat automatisch aan TEXT dezelfde betekenis
wordt toegekend als aan (het bekende) TEKST. Dit zou
betekenen , dat een Nederlandse lezer(es) voordeel zou hebben
van de vormovereenkomst tussen vele Nederlands-Engelse woorden.
Een positief antwoord op de bovenstaande vraag levert
een Nederlandstalige lezer(es) van het Engels niet alleen
voordelen op. Het zou namelijk betekenen, dat hij/zij bij een
eerste confrontatie met het onbekende Engelse ROOM in een
context als THERE IS ROOM FOR BOTH OF YOU de kans loopt
om de betekenis van het Nederlandse ROOM toe te kennen aan
het Engelse woord. In dit geval zou dit worden veroorzaakt
door de overeenkomst in spelling tussen het (voor een lezer(es)
onbekend veronderstelde) Engelse ROOM en het(voor diezelfde
lezer(es) bekend veronderstelde) Nederlandse ROOM.
Beide bovenstaande voorbeelden laten zien, dat er
zowel voor-als nadelen kleven aan het gebruik, dat een
lezer(es) eventueel zou kunnen maken van de vormovereenkomst
tussen Nederlandse en Engelse woorden. Daarom zou het voor
het vreemde-talenonderwijs nuttig zijn inzicht te krijgen in
dit aspect van taalgebruik. De inhoud van het onderwijs zou
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namelijk mede hierop kunnen worden afgestemd.
Spellings-en klankverwante woordparen als TEXT-TEKST
duidt men in de taalkunde gewoonlijk aan met de term 'cognates'.
Een woord als ROOM wordt echter niet tot deze categorie
gerekend, omdat het Nederlandse ROOM etymologisch geen
verwantschap vertoont met het Engelse ROOM.
Men zou het
echter een psychologische cognate kunnen noemen als zou
blijken dat bij het lezen in een daarvoor semantisch geschikte
context aan een onbekend Engels ROOM automatisch de
betekenis van de Nederlandse vormequivalent wordt toegekend.
In deze dissertatie wordt de term 'cognate' gebruikt in
psychologische zin.
Hij slaat dus op alle soorten
vormgelijkenis tussen woorden uit twee talen, die door een lezer
(es) als zodanig worden herkend.
Het toegepaste onderzoeksprobleem, dat zoeven is geïntroduceerd wordt daarbij
gedefinieerd als het cognate identificatieprobleem.
Na deze inleiding wordt het toegepaste probleem van de
cognate identificatie geanalyseerd in psychologische termen.
Er wordt daarbij geconcludeerd, dat:
(a) cognate identificatie alleen mogelijk is als woorden uit
twee talen ongescheiden zitten opgeslagen in het
geheugen.
Immers, dan alleen zal bijvoorbeeld TEKST
bereikbaar zijn via TEXT voor een lezer (es) van het
Engels.
(b) cognate identificatie verder afhankelijk is van het
antwoord op de vraag welke informatie uit een woord wordt
gebruikt bij de woordher4enning.
Is het alleen de
visuele informatie (over de spelling e.d.) of vindt er
ook interne verklanking plaats tijdens het lezen?
Alleen in dit laatste geval zou bijvoorbeeld TEXT te
identificeren zijn via TEKST.
Immers, beide woorden
stemmen alleen in klank met elkaar overeen.
Uit (a) wordt afgeleid, dat het onderzoek zich zal
moeten richten op samengesteld (=compound) tweetaligen.
Alleen dit type tweetaligen wordt namelijk verondersteld
een Mentaal Lexicon te bezitten, waarin er geen scheiding
bestaat tussen woorden uit twee talen.
Uit (b) wordt afgeleid, dat de vraag naar de toegangscode
(d.w.z. de vraag naar het soort informatie uit een woord
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waarvan gebruik wordt gemaakt tijdens de toegang tot het
Mentale Lexicon) centraal zal moeten staan bij het onderzoek.
Vervolgens wordt aangegeven welke redenen er
zijn om het onderzoek te beperken tot geïsoleerd voorkomende, monomorphemische woorden.
In de rest van het hoofdstuk worden de lezers (lezeressen)
geïntroduceerd waarbij de vraagstelling over de toegangscode is
onderzocht.
Ook de rol van de toegangscode in het totale
proces van woordherkenning wordt besproken.
In Hoofdstuk II worden de resultaten besproken van een
literatuur onderzoek naar de rol van spelling en interne
verklanking bij visuele woordherkenning.
Aan het einde van
dit hoofdstuk wordt geconcludeerd, dat het voorgenomen
onderzoek zich in eerste instantie moet richten op de vraag
welke theorie de juiste voorspellingen doet over de rol van
spelling en interne verklanking bij woordherkenning in een
niet-dominante taal.
Worden de juiste voorspellingen gedaan
door het fonologisch hercoderingsmodel (Rubenstein, Lewis &
Rubenstein (1971)) of door het coöperatiemodel? (Coltheart,
Davelaar, Jonasson & Besner (1977)).
Volgens het eerste
model wordt een visueel waargenomen woord eerst omgezet in
een interne klankcode.
De daarop volgende toegang tot het
mentale lexicon vindt alleen plaats op basis van deze klankcode.
De spelling van het betreffende woord speelt pas een
rol in de laatste fase van de herkenning, ter controle.
Visuele woordherkenning volgens dit model is dus primair op
klank gebaseerd.
Het coöperatiemodel daarentegen stelt, dat
zowel de visuele als de interne klankcode van een woord
gelijktijdig een rol spelen bij de woordherkenning.
In Hoofdstuk III wordt verslag gedaan van twee
experimenten, waarin tegenstrijdige predicties zijn getoetst.
Deze predicties zijn geformuleerd op basis van de twee
bovengenoemde theorieën.
Beide predicties hebben betrekking
op de invloed van spellings-en klankovereenkomsten tussen
visuele stimuli en woorden op de reactietijd bij een lexicale
beslissingstaak, d.w.z. een taak waarbij met 'ja' moet worden
gereageerd op een bestaand woord en met 'nee' op een letterreeks die geen woord uit de taal vormt.
Het coöperatiemodel voorspelt, dat alleen spellingsovereenkomst tussen de toegangscode van een stimulus en de
interne representatie van een woord (als in BEELD, wanneer een
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lezer (es) ertoe wordt gebracht om dit woord van een toegangscode te voorzien volgens Engelse spelling-klankrelaties waardoor die code op [bi:ld] gaat lijken in plaats van op [be:lt]
of alleen klankovereenkomst (zoals er bestaat tussen SNAY en
het Nederlandse SNEE als het eerste wordt geïnterpreteerd
volgens bovengenoemde Engelse spelling-klankrelaties) beide
leiden tot een vertraagd 'nee' in een Engels lexicaal
beslissingsexperiment.
De vertraging wordt veroorzaakt door
de overeenkomst in spelling, in BEELD, of door de overeenkomst
in klank, in SNAY, tussen de toegangscode van de stimulus en
de interne representatie van een woord.
Het'nee' is het
gevolg van de afwijkende klankcode, in BEELD, of de afwijkende
spellingscode, in SNAY.
Het fonologisch hercoderingsmodel, daarentegen, voorspelt
dat de introductie van Nederlandse woorden als BEELD in een
Engels lexicaal beslissingsexperiment geen vertraagd 'nee'
zal opleveren voor die woorden.
Dit is het gevolg van de
afwijkende klankcode van BEELD als [bi:ld], hetgeen weer het
gevolg is van de codering volgens Engelse spelling-klankrelaties.
Door deze afwijkende klankcode vindt er geen
toegang plaats tot de interne representatie van BEELD als
Nederlands woord.
Er vindt daarom geen vertraging plaats
op basis van de overeenkomst in spelling tussen BEELD als
stimulus en als Nederlands woord.
Deze spellingsovereenkomst
kan immers alleen een rol spelen, aldus het fonologisch
hercoderingsmodel, als er eerst een toegang tot de interne
representatie van BEELD heeft plaatsgevonden via de klankcode.
Na een introductie van de experimentele opzet waarin
beide voorspellingen werden getoetst en na een opsomming van
alternatieve resultaten, die te verwachten zouden zijn als de
proefpersonen niet zouden reageren zoals voorspeld door beide
theorieën, worden de resultaten besproken van de twee
experimenten met stimuli van het type BEELD en SNAY.
Vergelijking van deze resultaten met de twee voorspellingen en
met de alternatieve resultaten laat zien, dat alleen het
coöperatiemodel deze correct heeft voorspeld.
Uit het feit, dat in Nederlandse (pseudo) woorden van
het type BEELD en SNAY de door het coöperatiemodel voorspelde
resultaten optraden op eenzelfde manier als dat elders
(Coltheart et al. 1977; Rubenstein et al. 1971) al was
gevonden in monolinguale experimenten werd geconcludeerd, dat
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Nederlandse woorden even bereikbaar waren geweest in de
engelse context waarin ze waren gepresenteerd als de Engelse
woorden.
Daarom worden deze resultaten ook geïnterpreteerd
als evidentie voor het bestaan van een ongescheiden tweetalig
Mentaal Lexicon.
In Hoofdstuk IV worden twee versies van het coöperatiemodel aan een nader onderzoek onderworpen, nadat reeds in het
vorige hoofdstuk was betoogd, dat er twee interpretaties
mogelijk zijn van de manier waarop de visuele en de klankcode
van een stimulus samenwerken tijdens de toegang tot het Mentale
Lexicon.
Een interpretatie van het coöperatiemodel wordt aangeduid
met het OF-OF model.
Volgens deze interpretatie is of een
overeenkomst in spelling tussen een stimulus en de interne
representatie van een woord, zoals in BEELD, of een overeenkomst in klank, zoals in SNAY, voldoende om een vertraagd
'nee' te vinden als resultaat van een lexicaal beslissingsexperiment.
In beide gevallen is namelijk deze overeenkomst
op zich voldoende geweest om toegang tot de interne representatie van de nederlandse woorden BEELD en SNEE te doen plaatsvinden.
De alternatieve verklaring van het coöperatiemodel wordt
aangeduid als de ZOWEL-ALS interpretatie.
Volgens deze
interpretatie moeten zowel de visuele als de klankcode van
een stimulus voldoende overeenkomst vertonen met de interne
representaties van een woord om te kunnen leiden tot een
vertraagd 'nee' als hierboven al vermeld voor het OF-OF model.
Toetsing van de twee versies van het coöperatiemodel
vond plaats met behulp van stimuli, die waren afgeleid van
Nederlandse woorden door de spelling te veranderen maar de
klank intact te laten.
Dit keer waren de spellingsveranderingen niet zoals in SNAY, waar van de drie fonemen van het
woord SNEE alleen het laatste foneem /e/ in spelling was
veranderd volgens Engelse spelling-klank relaties.
Nu waren
deze spellingsveranderingen ingrijpender en besloegen twee
fonemen van een kort Nederlands woord, zoals in ZAME (ZEEM),
of alle fonemen, zoals in WROCE (ROOS).
Weer vonden alle
spellingsveranderingen plaats volgens Engelse spelling-klank
relaties.
De toetsing van het effect van deze meer ingrijpende
spellingsveranderingen was gebaseerd op de volgende gedachte-
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gang.
Als het OF-OF coöperatiemodel van toepassing is, zal
het aantal spellingsveranderingen niet van invloed zijn op de
'nee' reactie op ZAME of WROCE ten opzichte van de reeds
eerder gevonden vertraagde 'nee' responsie voor SWAY. Immers,
de klankovereenkomst tussen, bijvoorbeeld, ZAME en ZEEM zal
ervoor zorgdragen, dat de toegang plaatsvindt tot de interne
representaties van ZEEM.
Dit zal dezelfde vertraging in de
responsie opleveren als reeds werd gevonden voor SNAY, dat ook
alleen in klank overeenkomt met een Nederlands woord maar
niet in spelling.
Als daarentegen het ZOWEL-ALS model de
coöperatie tussen de visuele en de klankcode van een woord
correct beschrijft moet de mogelijkheid om via ZAME of WROCE
toegang te verkrijgen tot de interne representaties van ZEEM
of ROOS kleiner zijn dan het geval bleek bij de toegang van de
interne representatie van SNEE via SNAY.
In feite zou de
bijdrage van de visuele code van stimuli als ZAME en WROCE
tijdens de toegangsprocedure wel eens zo klein kunnen zijn,
dat het niet voldoende blijkt voor toegang tot de interne
representaties van ZEEM en ROOS.
In dat geval zou er geen
vertraging van de 'nee' responsie optreden.
De resultaten van een Engels lexicaal beslissingsexperiment, waarin naast Engelse woorden en nonwoorden
stimuli als ZAME en WROCE werden gebruikt, waren zoals voorspeld door de ZOWEL-ALS versie van het coöperatiemodel.
In de tweede helft van Hoofdstuk IV wordt verslag gedaan
van een experiment, waarin zowel stimuli van het ZAME type
als van het SNAY type worden gebruikt.
Als hypothese werd
geformuleerd, dat deze menging van de twee soorten stimuli
in hetzelfde experiment ertoe zou leiden dat proefpersonen
van een ZOWEL-ALS coöperatiestrategie van woordherkenning
zouden overstappen naar een fonologische hercoderingsstrategie.
Deze hypothese ontstond na een analyse van de stimuli die in
Rubenstein et al. (1971) waren gebruikt en waarin voor beide
types stimuli tesamen een vertraagde 'nee' responsie was
gevonden.
Analyse van de resultaten van het experiment met
gemengde ZAME - SNAY stimuli liet·zien dat de hypothese 4on
worden aangenomen.
Op grond van deze resultaten werd
geconcludeerd, dat er reden is om aan te nemen dat in een
lexicaal beslissingsexperiment proefpersonen een flexibele
woordherkenningsstrategie kunnen toepassen gebaseerd op de
effecten van reeds verwerkte stimuli.
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In Hoofdstuk V wordt verslag gedaan van onderzoek naar
de functionele scheiding tussen coderingssystemen voor twee
talen tijdens visuele woordherkenning.
In Experiment V wordt
de hypothese getoetst, dat bij Nederlands-Engels tweetaligen
het Engelse systeem niet aan de codering zal deelnemen tijdens
woordherkenning in het Nederlands.
Daarom, aldus de
hypothese, zullen pseudowoorden als SNAY geen interferentieeffect vertonen; pseudowoorden als QUAST daarentegen zullen
dat wel doen.
Het eerstgenoemde woord stemt alleen met een
Nederlands woord in klank overeen volgens Engelse spellingklank regels, de laatstgenoemde alleen volgens Nederlandse
regels. De resultaten bevestigen deze hypothese.
De
verklaring ervan wordt gegeven in termen van een
'invoerschakelaar', die het niet benodigde coderingssysteem,
in dit geval het Engelse, uitschakelt.
Deze verklaring wordt
ook toegepast op de resultaten van Experiment I en van
experimenten, waarvan in de literatuur verslag wordt gedaan.
In Hoofdstuk VI wordt onderzoek gerapporteerd, dat is
gedaan naar het verschijnsel 'interferentie' zoals dat op kan
treden in lexicale beslissingsexperimenten.
Daarbij is een
vergelijking gemaakt tussen de duur van het interferentieeffect bij spellingsveranderingen in pseudohomofonen als SNAY
en de duur van hetzelfde effect bij interne klankveranderingen
zoals die verondersteld worden op te treden bij presentaties
van Nederlandse woorden als BEELD in een Engelse context.
Beide effecten waren reeds gevonden in de Experimenten I en
II.
Uit de resultaten van de Experimenten VI, VII en VIII
blijkt, dat de duur van het interferentie-effect in het SNAY
type aanmerkelijk korter was dan de duur in het BEELD type.
Vervolgens wordt bij de bespreking van deze resultaten
geconcludeerd, dat de gevonden verschillen niet kunnen worden
verklaard met de interpretaties van het interferentie-effect
zoals die te vinden zijn in de literatuur.
Er worden daarom
twee mogelijke interpretaties ontwikkeld, die beide het
verschil verklaren.
Beide verklaringen vatten interferentie op als een
proces van controle achteraf dat in werking treedt als de
spelling- en klankinformatie over het te herkennen woord met
elkaar in strijd zijn geweest tijdens de voorafgaande
vergelijkingsprocedure in het Mentale Lexicon.
Volgens de
eerste verklaring worden na de vergelijkingsprocedure in het
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Mentale Lexicon twee extra controles uitgevoerd in een vaste
volgorde: eerst een spellingscontrole en daarna een controle
op de overeenkomst tussen de interne klankcode van de
stimulus en de klankeigenschappen van het bij de procedure
betrokken woord.
Volgens de tweede verklaring worden beide
controles parallel uitgevoerd.
Echter, de spellingscontrole
verloopt veel sneller dan de interne klankcontrole.
Bij beide
verklaringen wordt aangenomen, dat een responsie wordt gegeven
zodra een van beide controles heeft laten zien waar 'de fout
zit 1 .
Vanwege deze 'fout' (bijvoorbeeld een afwijkende
spelling) zal de responsie 'nee' moeten zijn bij een lexicale
beslissingstaak.
In Hoofdstuk VII worden de resultaten van alle
experimenten in verband gebracht met de onderzoeksvraag over
het proces van woordherkenning in een niet-dominante taal.
Dit proces wordt geplaatst in het kader van woordherkenning
door tweetaligen. Hierbij wordt geprobeerd een model te
ontwikkelen dat weergeeft hoe Nederlandse en Engelse woorden
naar hun respectievelijke coderingssystemen worden geleid en
vervolgens naar een gemeenschappelijk Mentaal Lexicon.
Daarbij wordt ook besproken in hoeverre dit model geldt voor
anderen dan Nederlands-Engels tweetaligen.
Tenslotte wordt in Hoofdstuk VIII de toegepaste vraag
over de identificatie van onbekende Nederland-Engelse cognates
in verband gebracht met de resultaten van het eerder
gerapporteerde onderzoek.
Er wordt daarbij een onderscheid
gemaakt tussen types Engelse woorden die automatisch als
cognates worden geïdentificeerd vanuit het Nederlands en types
woorden die pas als cognates identificeerbaar zijn als men
beschikt over kennis van de etymologie van Engelse en
Nederlandse woorden.
Van beide types Engelse cognates
worden voorbeelden gegeven.
Nadat is besproken welke
validiteit het onderzoek heeft voor de praktijk, worden
toepassingen in die praktijk behandeld.
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SUMMARY.

After introducing an applied research question about the
identification of Dutch-English cognates Chapter One develops
two possible bilingual visual word recognition models. Both
are based on a general, three stage model of word recognition
comprising a peripheral stage of sensory information storage,
an access coding stage and a stage of actual access to the
Mental Lexicon. The difference between the two bilingual
models lies in the way in which the access coding part is
conceived. In one model there is a common bilingual component
for access coding. In the other model there are separate,
language-specific components which are made accessible or
inaccessible through an input switch. Chapter One ends with
the conclusion that research into the format of the access
code is necessary if a choice is to be made between the two
models of bilingual visual word recognition.
Chapter Two deals with monolingual research into the
format of an access code. From the review it is concluded
that two models of access coding need to be considered in
particular. Does a receding model(Rubenstein, Lewis &
Rubenstein,1971) correctly describe the format of the access
code or a co-operation model(Coltheart, Davelaar,Jonasson &
Besner,1977)?According to the former model the orthographic
representation of a word is converted into a sound based
representation. Subsequent lexical access is purely sound
based. The orthographic representation does not come into
play until after lexical access, in a spelling check.
According to the co-operation model, however, both the orthographic and the sound based representations of a word take
part in lexical access.
Chapter Three discusses how predictions based on the two
models introduced in Chapter Two can be tested in a pseudomonolingual design in which Dutch words or Dutch pseudohomophones according to English symbol-to-sound correspondences
are used as stimuli together with English words. In this
design an experimenter introduces the experiment to his
subjects as a lexical decision experiment in which only
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English words are to be responded to with 'yes' when they
are asked "Is this an English word?". The chapter concludes
that for the experiments compound bilinguals are needed as
subjects bacause they are assumed to have one lexical store
in memory for both their Dutch and English words. With these
subjects it will be possible to test two conflicting predictions by capitalizing on differences between Dutch and English
in symbol-to-sound correspondences.
The recoding model of access coding predicts that only
in Dutch pseudohomophones according to English symbol-tosound correspondences will 'no'responses be delayed in an
English lexical decision experiment if these responses are
compared with the responses to their nonword controls.
According to the co-operation model 'no' responses are delayed both in pseudohomophones like SNAY(derived from the Dutch
word SNEE[sne:] by changing its spelling according to English
symbol-to-sound correspondences) and in Dutch words like
BEELD [be:It] (the sound based features of which are assumed
to be changed temporarily from [be:It] into [bi:ld] in an
English lexical decision experiment). According to the recoding model, however,BEELD is rejected as a word as quickly as
a nonword like PRUSK in an English lexical decision experiment. The mismatch between the sound based access code of
BEELD in the English mode and its internal sound based representation as a Dutch word brings this about.
The conflicting predictions were put to the test in
Experiments I and II. The results of these two experiments
only support a co-operation type of access coding.
Of the co-operation model two versions are distinguished.
They are the EITHER-OR and the BOTH-AND models. According to
the former model either a matching visual access code or a
matching sound based code can activate the representation of
a word in the Mental Lexicon. This happens even if the other
code mismatches the internal representation of that word to
such an extent that co-operation cannot be assumed to have
actually been possible. This is thought to be the case, for
example, if the spelling changes in a pseudohomophone involve
all, or nearly all, of its orthography. According to the
BOTH-AND model, on the other hand,both access codes have to
contribute sufficient evidence for activation of the internal
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representations of their corresponding words is to take place.
The BOTH-AND and the EITHER-OR versions of the co-operation model are put to the test in Experiment III of Chapter
Four. This time more drastic spelling changes were made in
the pseudohomophones than had been the case in Experiment II.
There the spelling changes were limited to one phoneme.The
results of this experiment only support a BOTH-AND co-operation model.
In Experiment IV of the same chapter both pseudohomophones with minor and with major spelling changes were used
as stimuli. This was done to test the hypothesis that using
the two types of pseudohomophones in the same experiment
results in a change from a BOTH-AND co-operation type of
lexical access into a recoding type in which initially only
the sound based code is used for the matching procedure in
the Mental Lexicon. Consequently there will be a sound based
effect in both types of pseudohomophones. This hypothesis
was based on an analysis of the results of Rubenstein et al.
(1971) in which both types of pseudohomophones were used as
stimuli and in which delays in the 'no' responses occurred
in both types of pseudohomophones. Analysis of the results
of Experiment IV of this research showed that also in this
experiment delays of the 'no' responses had occurred in both
types of pseudohomophones. Therefore the hypothesis could
be accepted that the subjects of this experiment had used a
recoding type of access procedure instead of a BOTH-AND
co-operation procedure as it was assumed to have been the
case in the previous experiments.
Chapter Five reports Experiment V in which the hypothesis
is tested that in Dutch-English bilinguals the English coding
component will not be involved if word recognition is in the
Dutch mode. According to this hypothesis delayed 'no' responses will only occur in Dutch pseudohomophones according to
Dutch symbol-to-sound correspondences but not in Dutch pseudohomophones according to English correspondences. The results
of the experiment support this hypothesis. They are explained
in terms if two functionally independent coding components
which are activated or deactivated by an input switch.This
explanation is also applied to the input switching experiment
of Macnamara & Kushnir (1971).
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Chapter Six deals with three experiments in which the
process of interference is studied.In these experiments a
comparison is made between the size of an interference
effect in pseudohomophones like SNAY and in Dutch words
like BEELD which were assumed to be pseudoheterophones during
lexical access in the English mode. From the results of the
experiments it appears that the size of the effect in pseudohomophones was considerably less that the size of the effect
in pseudoheterophones. Moreover, in Experiment VII it was
found that the small size of the effect in pseudohomophones
could not be attributed to the degree of bilingualism of the
subjects.
Two alternative explanations are given of the difference
in the size of the interference effects of the two types
of stimuli. Both explanations conceive of interference as a
post-lexical process which starts whenever the visual and
sound based access codes of a word provide conflicting evidence during the matching procedure in the Mental Lexicon,i.e.
when one code matches the internal representation of a word
but the other one does not. According to the first explanation
two successive checks are performed in a fixed order. First
a spelling check is carried out which is followed by a sound
based check. For the spelling check the information of a
recent icon is compared with the information stored in the
Mental Lexicon about the orthography of the word concerned.
During the sound based check the
sound based information
in the Mental Lexicon is compared with the coded representation of the sound based features of the word concerned which
are stored in working memory. According to the second explanation of the process of interference both post-lexical checks
are carried out in parallel with the spelling check taking
place faster than the sound based check.
Chapter Seven summarizes the conclusions about English
and Dutch access coding, about the functioning of the input
switch and about interlingual interference. On the basis of
these conclusions a choice is made between the two alternative models of bilingual word recognition that were developed
in Chapter One. It is also discussed in how far these conclusions apply to language users other than the Dutch-English
bilinguals who were the subjects of the experiments.
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Finally, Chapter Eight deals with the original, applied
question about cognate identification. In this chapter
cognates are distinguished which are identified automatically and cognates that are only identifiable through problem
solving procedures,i.e. in controlled processing (Schneider&
Shiffrin,1977).
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift van G.L.J.Nas,
Bilingual visual word recognition, Nijmegen,1983.

1. Samengesteld-tweetaligen bezitten een niet-taalspecifiek
lexicon, waarin woorden uit beide talen gemeenschappelijk
opgeslagen liggen. De gecodeerde vorm van woorden die
toegang verschaft tot dit gemeenschappelijke lexicon
komt echter tot stand via taalspecifieke coderingscomponenten.
2. Een tweetalig visueel woordherkenningssysteem is uitgerust
met een 'invoerschakelaar' die een coderingscomponent
selecteert. De 'stand' van de schakelaar wordt enerzijds
bepaald door taalspecifieke informatie in een gelezen
tekst, zoals spellingspatronen, anderzijds door verwachtingen van de kant van de lezer(es) over de taaiidentiteit
van de te lezen tekst.
3. Een tweetalige lezer(es) hanteert een flexibele woordherkenningsstrategie, zelfs in een niet-dominante taal.Hij/
zij kan namelijk overstappen van visuele woordherkenning
op basis van een coöperatie tussen de visuele en klankcode van een woord naar een strategie waarbij in eerste
instantie alleen de klankcode een rol speelt. Bij het
interpreteren van onderzoeksgegevens over visuele woordherkenning dient rekening te worden gehouden met deze
flexibiliteit.
4. In de literatuur over tweetaligheid wordt veelal een onderscheid gemaakt tussen gecoördineerd-en samengesteldtweetaligen. Daarbij wordt aangenomen, dat er alleen bij
gecoördineerd-tweetaligen sprake is van gescheiden werkende taalsystemen.De geldigheid van het onderscheid wordt
aangetast door het feit, dat ook bij samengesteldtweetaligen gescheiden werkende systemen zijn aangetoond.
5. Ontwikkelingen zoals in gang gezet door Atkinson (1976)
maken het mogelijk om microcomputers in te zetten in het
(vreemde-)talenonderwijs op een wijze die beter dan het
traditionele leerboek aansluit bij de individuele leerstijl van (vreemde-)taalleerders.
Atkinson,R.C.(1976), Adaptive instructional systems.In:

D.Klahr (Ed. ) ,СодпА£іоп and
Hillsdale,N.J., 81-108.

Jn4&iuc£Lon..Erlbaum:

6. De beoordeling van geschreven fouten in een vreemde taal
is bij gangbare methodes sterk afhankelijk van individu
ele opvattingen van de beoordelaars. Een objectievere
benadering is heel goed mogelijk.
Nas,G.(1974) Een vergelijkend onderzoek naar de beoorde
ling van taalfouten bij Frans, Duits en Engels.
Ldvendo. TaZen,304,19-33.
Nas,G. (1975) Toothing, en Ье.оод.<1еЛллд. van /idvLLj.{.vaan.dLg.keld in k&t F/ІОЛУІ , ULLÜtó en £,пд&Ал ten behoeve, van hei.
лсКооА.огиіел%оек т.. α. ν. о.,Λ. α. ν. ο. en .ш. ο. Instituut
voor Toegepaste Taalkunde en Computerlinguïstiek der
R.U. Utrecht.
7. Het wekt verwondering dat de inhoud van een vreemdetalencursus nog steeds zo sterk gebaseerd is op de
intuïtie van de samensteller(s) en zo weinig op de
resultaten van experimenteel onderzoek naar de geschiktheid van het geselecteerde of geconstrueerde lesmateriaal.
8. In deze tijd van teruggaande werkgelegenheid lijkt het
een goede gedachte om in het lesrooster van alle vormen
van onderwijs plaats in te ruimen voor oefening in vrijetijdsbesteding. Daarmee wordt tevens een bijdrage geleverd
aan het scheppen van nieuwe, waarschijnlijk blijvende,
werkgelegenheid.
9. Indien leerlastschattingen mede de basis hadden gevormd
voor besluiten over de tweefasenstructuur in het universitaire onderwijs,zou aan begintalen als Russisch en Turks
veel meer onderwijstijd zijn toebedeeld in de eerste fase
van de opleiding dan aan de schooltalen, zodat voor beide
groepen talen een vergelijkbaar nivo van vreemde-taalverwerving haalbaar is. Het feit dat dit onderscheid
niet is gemaakt bij de besluitvorming, brengt met zich
mee dat studenten in de begintalen een achterstand oplopen
die in de tweede fase van hun opleiding zal doorwerken
in het nivo van vakwetenschappelijke specialisatie dat
door hen kan worden bereikt.
10.Stellingen behorende bij proefschriften zijn veelal controversieel van karakter. Juist deze eigenschap maakt ze bij
uitstek geschikt om als uitgangspunt te dienen voor universitair onderwijs op het betreffende vakgebied.

